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Abstract

There has been ongoing controversy in the social anxíety literature concerning

the behavioural validity of the self-label of "shyness". In order to pursue

the behavioural differences between shys and not-shys, a sample of 63 under-

graduates (33 males and 30 females) were observed v¡ithin a same-sex group

j.nteraction. Of these 63 subjects, 23 lnad self-labelled shy and 40 had self-

labelled not-shy in response to the short version of the Stanford Shyness Survey.

In order to explòre the ínfluence of situational and personal variables upon the

expression of shy versus not-shy differences, subjects of both sexes were

observed in interacËion with two same-sex peers. These same-sex triads composed

of one shy and tr¡/o not-shy subjects v/ere videotaped as subjects performed Lhe

three tasks of the experiment. They were required to take turns in a round-robin

fashion disclosing a personal problem to a triad member and beíng understanding

of the personal problem presented by another tríad member. Finally all subjects

in the triads took part ín an informal discussion. Ten minutes of each group

session rtere sampled on videoÈape. The videotapes were later viewed by a trained

observer who rated various verbal, nonverbal, and affect measures. Results of

Ëhe study pointed to significant behavioural differences between shys and not-shys

duríng same-sex interaction. Shys of both sexes r¡rere observed to speak sígnificantly

less and to engage in less gazíng at the faces of the other triad members.

There v¡ere no signíficant differences observed in the performance of shys and non-

shys on the dependent measures as a function of sex" This failure to replicate

Pilkonís (L976) was díscussed ín terms of the ínfluence of a same-sex versus

opposite-sex social context. In addition, ít seemed possible Ëhat Pilkonis

observed a greater number of significant differences between shys and not-shys

because he tested each dependent variable in a univariate fashíon. His Tvpe I

error rate would therefore have been inflated. The self-1abe1 of shyness and



its accompanying behaviours did have an ímpact upon the impressions formed

of the shy subjects by the noË-shys. Shy people of both sexes r¿ere rated as

"More QuÍ-et" and "More Private" than vrere the not-shys. The influence of the

shy behaviour pattern on the responses of others was noted. The not-shy

subjects revealed a tendency to Ëa1k more and to ask more questions when

interactíng with a shy person than with another not-shy. In addition, the not-

shys who had disclosed to the shy tríad member did not perform in a significantly

differenË manner on the dependent measures than did the shy subjects. In

contrasË, Ehe not-shys v¡ho had disclosed Ëo a not-shy talked more and gazed

more often at the faces of other triad members than did the shys. Fina1ly,

some questions were raised concerning the results of Pilkonis (I976) cluster

analysis of the rankings subjects assigned to the five aspects of social

anxiety" The analysis conducted in attempts to replicate his results failed

to produce as clearcut a typology. fn future, consíderation should be gíven

to variations in the importance assigned to the five aspects by males and

females.
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The results of survey research have indicated that the experience of

social anxiety is common among adolescents and young adults. In one study,

Zimbardo, Pílkonis, and Norr¿ood (I974) discovered that 427" of their sample

of high school and college students (W=At¿) labe11ed themselves as shy. In

addition, it was noted that of those v¡ho had ever considered themselves shy,

86% disliked being shy. Indeed for 637" their shyness assumed problematic

proportions.

However, in spite of its widespread incidence, shyness has not received

much research attention. Clínicians with interests focused on social anxiety

have devised global self-report inventories to tap aspects of the phenomenon

(Watson & Freund, 1969). More recently, behavíoura1ly-oriented invesËígators

have focused on the dpvelopment of treatment techníques for the heterosocially

anxious (Arkowitz, Lichtenstein, McGovern & Hínes, L975; Borkovec, Stone,

O'Brien, & Kaloupek, 1974; McFall & Marston, l97O). For the most part research

has been designed to address such issues as the verbal, nonverbal, and

emotional differences between those describing themselves as high in hetero-

social anxiety and those describing themselves as low in heterosocial anxiety.

The primary purpose of most of these investigations has been the design of

Ëechniques for the treatment of low frequency daters (Arkotwitz et al-." T975;

Bellack, Hersen, & Lamparski, 1979; Borcovek, Stoire, O'Brien, & Kaloupek, I974;

ChrisËensen & Arkowítz, L974: Christensen, Arkorvitz, & Anderson, I974; Clark &

Arkowitz, L975; Curran, 1975; Glasgow & Arkowitz, I975: MarËínson & Zerface,

I97O'. Melnick, L975; Rehm & Marston, 1968).

The najor controversy in the llEerature has focussed on whether the

failure of a person to emit socially adept behaviour is due Ëo response deficits
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or to conditioned anxieËy: the individual may either never have learned Ëhe

appropriate responses or he may have learned to fear certain kinds of socíal

situations because of negative experiences. A number of studies have

indicated that only self-report and global measures of skill and anxiety

differentiate the high heterosocially anxious/minimal daters from the 1ow

heterosocially anxious/frequent daters (Arkowitz et al., 1975; Borkovec, Stone,

O'Brien & Kaloupek, I974; Glasgow & Arkowitz, 1975; Twentyman & McFall, Lg75).

Some of these authors have concluded that Ëhe distinguishíng feaËure of Ëhe

self-labelled hígh heterosocially anxious may not be specific social skills

but may be atendency to negative self-evaluations (Clark & Arkowitz, L975;

Curran, L977; Glasgow & Arkowitz, L975). On the strength of this position, some

have advocated systematic desensitizatíon as the treatment of choice for socíaI

anxiety (Arkowítz et al., 1975; Christensen, Arkovritz & Anderson, Lg75; Glasgow

& Arkowitz, L9751' Glass, Gottman, & Schmurak, L976: Kanter & Goldfried, L979:

Rehm & Marston, 1968). In contrast, other authors have noted a number of

behavioural differences beËween those who were classed as socially anxious

and those who r¡ere classed as not socially anxious. Lipton and Nelson (1980)

noted thaË low frequency daters (both male and female) performed significantly

worse than high frequency daters on general initiation ski11s and social

exposure. Pilkonis (I976) noted several behavioural differences between the

self-identified shy and the self-dentífied not-shy. The shy were disÈinguished

on the basis of amount of time spent talkíng during ínteraction, the amount

of eye contact as well as several other behavioural índices. Twentyman and

McFall (L975) have suggested that non-daters may avoid heterosocíal ínteractions
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because they lack the necessary social ski1ls. To explore this hypothesis,

they employed a social skills Eraining program for self-identified shy males.

The results indicated that the shy males who received social skílls traÍning

revealed sígnificantly less physiological responsivity to test stimuli and

changed more than control subjects on frequency and duratíon of heterosocial

interactions. Given this discrepancy in the literature, ít would appear Lhat

efforts must be devoted to the discovery of specific behavíours whích can be

used to differentiate reliably between the socially anxíous and the nonsocially

anxíous. On the surface this may appear to be an easy task. We all probably

feel that \re can dístinguish intuitively between people who are socially adept

and those who are inept. Our cultural ínstitutions should then reflect the

presence or absence of specific target responses.

It is at thi-s point that complícaEions begin to emerge. The expression

of shy behaviour is likely to vary with the situation. Curran (1977) has

remarked upon the inadequacies of broad, inexact definitions of social anxiety

and advocates the definition of the target "socially anxious" behaviour wiÈh

references to t.he specific social coritext. To make use of a broad working

defínitíon such as rra failure to respond appropriately in social situations'r

does not provide a sufficiently precise criterion for the presence of social

anxiety (Pilkonis, L976) " tr{hat is considered appropríate social behaviour in

one situation may be considered inappropriate ín others (Curran, Ig77).

Interpersonal behaviour is responsive to its context. For exampi-e, a recent

study indicated thaÈ a group of male subjects consístenrly emit.ted behaviour

which was judged to be more'rasserËiveil r"rhen inEeracting wiÈh females than v¡ith
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males (Eisler, Hersen, Miller & Blanchard, 1975). There are social norms

which govern what is considered appropriate social behaviour in different

situations. Not. only wíl1 behaviour be defined differently according to the

context in which it is emítted, but individuals with different norms may

judge the same interaction differently. Thus Eisler (1976) has noted that

assessments of social skills should keep in mind that noL only observed

behaviours must be judged, but also the interactions of those behaviours with

a specifÍc interpersonal context.

The current study made use of the term I'shyness" rather than the seemingly

more specific ttsocial anxietytt. Hov¡ever, the use of this more global-sounding

Èerm did not imply a conception of shyness as a stable Ërait. Indeed, one

of the major purposes of the research \,¡as to pursue the variations in the

expression of ttshynesstt as a function of numerous environmental and personal

variables. Pilkonis (L976) also made use of the term "shyness" but did not

conceive of the phenomenon as a global one. He was interested in describing

more completely the behaviours that were 1ike1y to accompany the self-1abel

of shyness r^¡hen observed wírhin a specific social context. The current study

'ülent on to pursue furËher the behavioural consequences of the self-label.

The vÍew v¡as held that if a person considered hímself or herself to be a "shy"

person it was likely that he or she r^rould acÈ in a "shy" manner. However,

responsivity of this behavíour to the specific social context rüas not seen

as incompatíble \^rith the self-label. The ¡.t"Vio.rts which had led the person

to call himself or herself "shy" were likely to vary as a function of situ-

ational faclors. The self-labelled shy person could behave in a "not-shy"

fashion within certain contexts. Shyness ís the colloquial term but researchers
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nust be careful not to fall prey to its global, "trait-like" connotations.

For the Purposes of the current research the term ttshynesstt T¡/as seen as

synon)¡mous wíth ttsocial anxietytt

It has been postulated that the criterion behaviours targeted in sËudies

involving no overt differences between high and low heterosocíally anxious

subjects may not have been complex enough (Arkowitz et al., 1975). Arkowit.z

et al. (I975) recouunended future use of definitions of social behaviour that

emphasize the reciprocal nature of interaction. Perhaps measures tapping

the "reinforcing skills" of anxious and nonanxíous individuals will touch

on behaviour skill differences between the t\,/o groups. It is possible that the

criterion behaviours chosen by Pilkonis (L976) revealed differences between

the self-labelled shy and the not-shy because they r¡/ere more complex than such

símple measures as total talk time.

Kupke, Hobbs and Cheney (L979) addressed themselves to the issue of the

complexity of crÍterion behavíours. They sought to isolate the important

heterosocial behaviours of males by correlating conversational behaviours with

a measure of female inËerpersonal attraction. They noËed differences in

ínterpersonal attraction ratings made by females as a function of the personal

attention behaviours (i.e. askíng questíons of or talkíng about the female)

of the ma1es. In a follow-up sËudy of the experimental validíty of this

specific conversational ski1l, traíning in personal aLtention produced higher

ratings of female atEraction than did eiËher trainíng in a second conversatÍona1

behaviour (minímal encourages) or nontreatment (Kupke, Hobbs, and Cheney" L979).

These results conform to the Arkor¡itz et a1. (I975) recommendation that

attention be given to differences in ability Ëo emit positive behaViours
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(e.g., those expressing understanding or rapport contingent on partner

response) .

The current study focused on the isolation of specific responses which

distinguished the self-Iabelled socially anxious and the self-labelled not-

socially anxious. In contrast with prevíous research, attention was directed

Ëo another faceE of the phenomenon of shyness. Instead of focussing on hereto-

socíal anxiety, the study ínvestigated the expression of social anxiety in

same-sex interaction. In this r+ay it was possible to examine the ínfluence

of a different social context and its different norms upon the expressÍon of

behavioural differences between the shy and the not-shy. I^Iould shy males and

females perform differently than their not-shy counËerparts when interacting

with a same-sex peer? Previous research (Pilkonis, L976) has examined

differences in the behavioural expression of shyness in males and females

primarily through observation of heterosocial interactions of the shy with

an opposite-sex confederate. Pilkonis (I976) did observe the behaviour of shy

and not-shy males and females during a brief same-sex interaction. However,

he was only able to collect two measures of verbal behaviour (number of

i-nitiations of conversation and number of continuations of conversaEion)

during Ëhese episodes because they took place in a hallway. In addition, the

variation in the settings of his same and opposite-sex ínteractions hampered

his ability Ëo attribute behaviour differences between shys and not-shys of

both sexes solely to the demands of the same-sex interactíon. He was unable

to rule out Ëhe influence of the extraneous environmental variable upon the

performance of shy and noÈ-shy males and females. The current study pursued

further the ínfluence of sex upon the expression of shy/not-shy differences.
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The perfornance of shy and not-shy males and females v¡as examíned during

same-sex interacÈions. The setting of these interactions remained constant

across the sex condition of the groups so that it r¿as possible to pursue

differences in the pattern of shy and not-shy behaviours as a function of sex

as well as a function of the demands of the same-sex social context.

Although he used the term "shyness" instead of the apparently more specific
ffheterosocial anxiêty", Pilkonis (L976) noted that the expressíon of shyness

varies as a functíon of both envíronmental and personal variables. Indeed,

Pílkonis (I976) delíneated two types of shy people distinguished on the basis

of their rank ordering of the relative importance of five facets of the global

phenomenon: (1) those who emphasized performance deficits such as av¡kward

behaviour and failures to respond appropríately; and (2) those who emphasized

subjective discomfort encompassing internal arousal and fear of negative eval-

uation. He labelled these t\../o groups respecËively the publicly shy and the

privately shy. Pilkonís (L976) then went orl to provide evidence of the practical

worth of thís classífication system in subsequent research demonstraÈíng

significant behavioural and affecËive dífferences betr¿een the publicly shy and

the privately shy. He hypothesized that situations calling for a focus of

the índividualrs attention upon public responding rvould serve to accentuate

the shy behaviours of the publíc1y shy. In contrast, such a task would. reduce

the shy behaviours of the privately shy as a consequence of the distraction of

attention from concern over internal arousal. His own research using a speech-

giving task produced evidence in support of thís hypohtesis. The current

research initially intended to include a comparison of the responses of

publicly and privately shy individuals to the experimental tasks.
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Responses of Others to the I'Shytr person

In recent years a momentous change has taken place in the minds of many

mental health professionals. The assumption that the unit of diagnosis must

be the individual r¿ith the presenting problem has begun to be seriously

questioned and consideratíon is gradually being given Ëo the role of significant

others in the initiation and maíntenance of the dj-sturbèd behavíour (Haley,

1972; Lang, 196f). This alteration in our conception r¡/as seen to be germane

to our consideration of shyness as r¿el1. Shyness has most often been referred

to as some possession of the person under ínvestigatj-on. In lÍght of the

current realLzation of the role of the social netrvork, it may be informative to

begin to consider the influence of oËhers in the development and maintenance of

the shy behaviour.

Zímbardo (L977) proposed the following explanation for the onset of shy

symptomatology. On the basis of his survey research he noted that parents and

teachers reveal Ëendencies to label rheir children. Each family member has

a specific role to play in famílíal interactions. These roles vary in terms

of their specificíty but r¿hatever the ro1e, congruent behaviours are anticipated..

Thus, if one child has been given the shy label, behaviour s)'rnptomatic of

shyness is expected" The child may be rewarded for emitting role-conforming

behaviours while incongruent, gregarious behaviours are ignored or described

as Itout of charactertt. Long-term role expectations may have tel1íng consequerrces

for the socíal behaviours of the adu1t, as well as for his self-image. He

may begin to describe hirnself in the terms he has so frequently heard used by

others.

The investigation of the self-fulfi1ling prophecy may be related to
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t /r ^-r\ZÍmbardo's (L977) description of the shy-labelling process. The self-fulfilling

prophecy has been defined as a false definition of a situation which acËs to

evoke a ner¡r behaviour when in turn makes the originally false conception crue

(Merton, 1948). As early as 1938, Guthrie noted the effects on a person's

behaviour of the expectancies of others for that behaviour. A group of male

confederates \"/ere enlisted to influence the expectancies of those cominq into

contact with a shy, socially inept girl such thaE nonshy, socially adept

behaviour was anticipated. The expeeted socíal adeptness was evoked by the

expectancies for it (Guthrie, I93B)

There would see to be a relationship betv/een the concept of self-fulfilling

prophecy and the proposed model of shy-1abelling. Peoplesr expectancies

of shy behaviour from an individual may influence their ov¡n behaviour tov¡ards

that person so that "shytt responses are evoked

The motivation for this prophecy fulfíl1.menË has been linked to research

in the area of aËtribution (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968) " According to those

in attributional researche man is motivated by a desire to understand the

causes of observed events. This motivation is assumed to be based uÞon a need

to predict events and to sense the stability and control contingent thereon.

During the course of social interaction people engage in decisions with regard

to personal versus environmental attributions. The task is to allocate the

causes of observed behaviours to a distínctive trait of the actor or Lo

situational demands (Jones & Goethals, L97L). Jones and Nisbett (1971) argue

that the observer of an interpersonal event reveals a tendency to attribute

the action to a stable, personality trait of the actor. Indeed, the evidence

in one series of experiments índicated that the observers placed a dispropor-
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tionately small amount of weight upon the contextual determinants of behaviour

and the majority of their emphasis upon rhe dísposiËions of the actor (Jones

& Nísbett , Lg67). Numerous investigations of the aËEributional process have

sirnílarly demonstrated this labelling tendency on the part of observers

(MacArËhur, l97o; Nísbett & caputo, 1971; Nisbett, Legant & Marecek, l97l).

Thus it may follow that people would reveal a Ëendency to attribute t'shy"

behaviour Ëo a personality disposition. The individual may not be seen as

iesponding to elements of the current socíal climate nor to a temporary mood.

staEe. Instead the behaviour ís interpreted as evidence of a personality

trait. He or she is a shy person. The possessÍon of this trait explains

current behaviour and predicts future behaviour in similar situations.

This difference in the nature of attributions formed by actors and

observers has been explained j-n Ëerms of the disoaríties ín information

available to the tr¿o. Jones and NisbetË (1971) noËed that the knowledge of

his or her past as it influences present behaviour often diverts Ëhe actor

from making a disposítional attribution. The observer þenerally lacks.access

to such precise knowledge of the actor's uníque history. Therefore the actor

generally is approached as a modal case.

In addition, actors and observers may differ in terms of their processíng

of available data (Jones & Nisbett , I97L). rn the typical ínteractive

sequence both actor and observer are engaged in decisíon-making processes.

In order to determine the most approprÍ-ate course of actíon each must focus

upon, the behavíour of the other. Such situatÍons have been 1abel1ed mutual

conËingency interactions because each actor observes and is affected bv the

other (Jones & Gerard, L967). Each actor focusses his attention upon the
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behaviour of the other in order Èo best choose his or^¡n resDonses. The

result of such focussing of attention is the reduction in the ability of each

Ëo recognize the ínfluence of environmental variables, íncludíng hís or^rn

behaviour, on the behaviour of the other" "For the oÈher it is not the stimuli

impinging upon the actor that are salient, but the behaviour of the acËor??

(Jones & Nisbett, 1971, p. 86).

These attentional differences mav result in causal percepËion. While

perceiving his ov¡n behaviour to be responsive to environmental influences, each

observer will perceive the behaviour of the actor as the product of stable

personality dispositions (Jones & Nisbett, L97I).

Once a trait has been allocated inconqruent behaviours r¿ill be seen as

more consistent with the 1abe1 than they really are (Jones & Nisbett, I97I).

Once labelled, it is diffícu1t for a person to free hirnself from the label.

Observers use various tactics to maintain the impression of dispositional

consístency. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that behavíours are significantly

more likely to be attributed to faceËs of a person's true personality when

they are consístent with an iniLial impressíon. In contrast, when behaviours

are inconsistent with an original impression, they are more likely to be

attributed to situational or random factors (Hayden & Míschel " L975).

TL^^^ "^-^rrch findings \¡/ere seen to possess potential relevance to therllgòe tEÞgd

investigatíon of the consequences of the attribution of the shy 1abel. As was

noted in the earlier discussion, once people have made the attríbution of shyness,

it may be difficult to escape the 1abel. Any not-shy behaviour may be

ígnored or described as ouE-of-character. The current analysis aËtempted to

address thís issue through observation of the behaviour of not-shy group
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members Èoward the shy person.

Justification of the Experimental Hypothesis

There remains considerable controversy in the literature concerning

appropriate behavioural criteria for the presence of social anxiety. The

current study pursued this issue further by focussing upon the influence of

different environmental and person variables upon shy behaviour patterns. The

influence of sex upon the expression of shy and not-shy response differerrces

was examined within the context of same-sex interactions. Would the varying

social norms of same-sex interactions result in a pattern of shy/not-shy

differences unlike those noted during heterosocial Ínteractions?

The study was also ínterested in further exploratíon-of pilkonis's

classification system of shyness. The intention was to assign self-labelled

shys to t'private[ and "public" categories using Pilkonists crietia and then to

consider the diffrernces ín the responses of these two categories of shy

individuals Eo the experímental context.

Finally' as an initial step tor^/ards the investigation of the behaviour

of others to the t'shy", the study examined the behaviour of the other triad

uembers torn/ards Ëhe shy Índividual. This facet of the investigation was designed

Ëo yíeld information pertinent to Zimbardo's (1977) postulatéou that shy people

conEinue to behave in a "shy" manner due to the influence of the behaviours of

others tov¡ards them"

Behavíour of the shy subjects. The shy

a "shy" pattern of nonverbal behaviour. IË

engage in significantly less gaze behaviour

manipulation than would the not-shy subjecËs

subjects v/ere expected to reveal

was hypothesized that they would

and mutual looking, and more self-

(Pilkonis, I976). In addition,
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a different Pattern of behaviour \^/as anticipated for the shy subjects" They

\¡/ere exPected to speak significantly less frequently and to spend less total

time Ëalking than v¡ere the not-shy (Pilkonis, L976).

In response to the conËroversy in the literature concerning the j-nteractional

nature of the criEerion behaviours selected, Èhe fo1lowíng response was also

examined. Kupke, Hobbs, and Cheney (1979) focussed on the conversational skill

which hey labelled "personal attentionil responding. These verbal responses

included asking questúons of or talking about the other person, ê.g., t'trrlhat did

you do this week?tr. "Sounds like you had a really good time.rr Such responses

$/ere scored prímarily oir the basis of pronoun reference. They were scored when

the subject used the personal pronoun "Youttín a questíon or statement. This

category of response \¡ras found to be significantly positively related to

interpersonal attraction ratings. In the currenÈ study the observer rated

incidences of Èhese "personal attention" responses on the parts of both shy

and not-shy subjects. It was predicted that shy subjects v¡ould emit significantly

fewer personal attention responses than vrould the nor-shv-

In an earlier ínvestigation, Pilkonis (I976) measured subjectsr affect at

two points using a seven point scale. Subjects rated their mood on six

dimensions, three positive (content, comfortable, relaxed), and three negative

(uneasy, worried, subdued). A total positive affect score was computed by

summing Ëhe three positive ratings and subtracting the total of the three

negative ratí-ngs. At both points in time, shy subjects reported less pleasant

affect Ëhan did the noL-shy subjects. These differences in the emotional

experience of the shy and not-shy during interactíons \,lere explored further in

the current invesfio¡t-ínn rr was predícted that the shy subjects would report
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significantly more negative affect than v¡ould the not-shy at all poínts in

time.

As was noted earlier, one avenue of research in the area of social

anxíeËy has postulated that the heterosocially anxious differ from the non-

heterosocially anxious prirnarily ín the nature of the self-evaluations they

make. IL has been hypothesized thaË Ëhe socially anxious evaluate theír own

performance more negatively than do other people observing their behaviour.

Kanter and GoldfrÍed (1979) explored thís self:evaluaËion model r,iithin a treatment

framework. They contrasted the efficacy of self-desensítization procedures

and rational restructuring training in the treatment of interpersonal anxiety.

Results indicated support of the latter technique in the reductíon of inter-

personal anxiety and the authors concluded that their study had produced

suPport for the conËentj-on that unrealístic self-statements mediaËe various

forms of social-evaluative anxiety. Clark and Arkowitz (L975) investigated

the self-evaluations made by high end 1ow heterosocially anxious males of their

conversations with female confederaËes. Compared with low anxious males, Ëhe

hígh anxious males underestímated the positive aspects of their performance

(socíal ski1l and favourability of female response), and overestimated Ëhe

negative aspects (social anxiety).

The current study pursued this issue further through contrasting the

performance of the shy and not-shy subjects during the experimenËal tasks.

The content of theír verbal output was analysed by the observer who recorded

the frequency of negaEive and positive self-statements. It was hypothesized

Ëhat the shy subjects r,¡ould eurit significantly more negative self-staËements

than Ëhe noË-shy and would emit posítíve self-statements signifícantly less
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frequently.

Finally; differences LÌere anticipated in Ëhe ratings received by the

shy and not-shy subjects on the seven interpersonal traits of the Group

Assessment of Interpersonal Traíts (GAIT). Sínce no other studies had rnade

use of the GAIT task in the study of social anxiety, no specific hypotheses

could be made prior to conducting the research. Ilowever, it seemed likely that

the shy subjects would be rated as "More Quíet'r and "More Prívaterr than would

the not-shys.

Dífferences in the expression of shyness in males and females. In addition

to the overall behavioural differences between shys and not-shys, Pilkonis

(L976) pointed to signifícant differences in the expression of shyness as a

function of sex. He exposed male and female shys and not-shys to tvTo Eypes

of interactions. trrlhen they first arríved for the experiment they engaged in

a three-minute interaction with a same-sex confederate. The same-sex inter-

actíons took place in a hallway outside the experimental room. Once inside the

roomr the same-sex confederate left and another, opposite-sex confederate

entered for a fíve-minute ínteraction. During the same-sex interactíon measures

were taken of two verbal responses (number of attempts at initiating conversation,

and number of attempts at continuing corrversation). During the opposite-sex

interactions, several measures were taken of both verbal and nonverbal

behaviour. Pilkonis noted that the behaviour differences betv¡een'shys and

not-shys varied as a function of the sex of the subject and the context of

the inËeraction. The differences between shy and not-shy females was greatest

during the same-sex interacËion in the ha11way. The differences between shy

and not-shy males s¡âs greatest duríng the opposiËe-sex ínteractíon. He explained
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this pattern by noËing that perhaps female shys found the public nature of

the same-sex interaction exceptionally distressing, while perhaps the shy

males r,rere most uncomfortable with the demands of an opposite-sex interaction,

Duríng Ëhis type of interaction, shy males ruere observed to spend. the smallest

Percentage of time talking, and Ehe smallest percentage of time gazíng at the

face of the other person or in eye conEact with the oÈher person. In contrast

Ëhe not-shy males, during the opposite-sex interaction, emítted the greatest

percentage of utterances and of gazes. In the current study the influence of

a same-sex interaction setting upon the expression of shy/not shy differences

in males and females was more clearly investigated because, unlike pilkonis's

study, it r¡as not confounded by other variables such as the public/private

nature of the environment.

Behaviour of the not-shy to the shy. It was hypothesized Ëhat as the

experiment proceeded, the not-shy subjects in the triads v¡ou1d reveal a

tendency to respond to the shy subject Ín their triad in a differenr manner

than Ëhey would to each ot.her. This hypothesis vras based upon Zimbard.o's

(L977) speculations about the origins and maintenance of shy behaviour in the

responses and expectations of others to the shy.

In order to investigate this topic, triads of male and female subjects

were observed in Er,/o experímental tasks: a group díscussion task and a

relatively non-strucËured post-task discussion period. One member of each triad

was shy. The other triad members vrere not-shy and were not informed that the

Ëhird member of their group was shy.

It was proposed that over the course of the experiment the not-shy subjects

would reveal one or a combination of the following two paËterns of behaviour
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towards the shy person. They may have directed fewer útterances to the shy

Person in aËEempts to ignore him/her; or they may have directed more utterances

to that person in attempts to draw him/her out. The informal discussion

period made no demands that each triad member be involved. Therefore it r¡as

during this interval that the tendency to ignore or to draw out the shy v¡ere

observed and recorded.

These behaviour patterns were tapped by the observer ratings of the

frequency and dírection of utterances. The frequeney with which the not-shy

subjects directed utterances to Ëhe shy subjects may have been signÍficantly

lower than or greater than the frequency with which they d.irected utterances

to each other.

The ratings received by the not-shy subjects on the seven interpersonal

traits of the GAIT r¿ere examined. Previous research usí-ng the GAIT had. not

addressed the issue of social anxiety. Therefore concrere predictions could

not be made based on earlier findings. However, it was hypothesized that a

relatÍonship would be observed betr,¡een GAIT ratlngs received by the not-shy

subjects and their Pattern of responses to the shy. Tt was predicted that those

not-shys who tended to attempt to draw out the shy person would be ra¡ed as

"More Empathic" and "More AccepËing" than would those not-shys who tended to

ígnore the shy.

his cluster analysis of the subject ratings of the five aspects of socÍal

anxiety, Pilkonis (1976) described two clusters of shy individuals. In one

large cluster were those individuals who emphasized performance deficits (both

awkv¡ard behaviour and failures to respond appropriately) in describing their

rnfluence of the__puÞlrçly:privately shy distinction. on the basis of
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sh¡mess. These subjects he labelled the publicly shy. In another large

cluster were those who emphasized subjective discomfort (internal arousal

and fear of negative evaluation) in describing their shyness. These he

labelled Ëhe privately shy.

Pilkonis (L976) followed up the public versus private shyness dístinction,

performing a 2 (Sex) x 2 (Private-Publíc) unweighted. means analysis of variance

on a group of 20 shy subjects. Although the number of subjects vüas small,

some interesting patterns did emerge. These results, Pilkonis concluded,

suggested the typology vüas a meaningful one and that it merited further study.

Pilkonis (L976) noted significant differences in the performance of publicly

and privately shy subjects on speech-related tasks. Publicly shy subjects gave

speeches that were less appealing in style, they experí-enced. more speech anxiety,

and they were less pleased v¡ith their speeches as a consequence. pilkonís

hypothesized that the sËructure provided by Ëhe speech-gíving task was effective

in facilitating the performance of the privately shy, but had less influence

on the behavioural deficits and affect of the publicly shy. He stated that
?'Focussing outward on public behavíour (the presentation of the speech)

distracted privat.ely shy subjects from their self-consciousness and concern

with internal events, but it had less impact on publicly shy individuals rvho

focus by choíce on Ëhe adequacy of their behaviour" (pilkonis, 1976, p. gZ).

In the current study attentíon \./as to be given to the possíble influence

of Pilkonis's public versus private shyness distinction upon the behaviour

of subjects in the experiment. It was hypothesized that the experimental tasks

would encourage primarily an outward focus of attention and therefore would

accenruare the shy behaviours of the publícly shy and reduce those of the
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privately shy.

It seemed possible that the tv¡o tasks--the GAIT and Ëhe ínformal díscussion

period--might have differed in terms of the extent to which they required this

ouËward focussing of the subjectsr attention on adequate performance of the

task. The GAIT may have been somewhat more structured in its Èask demands.

If this vras so, during the GAIT the publicly shy subjects hTere expected to

reveal an accentuation of the shy pattern of behavíours. The informal discussíon

may have permítted a return of the subjecËst attention to their o\rrr concerns.

That beÍng the case, an accentuatíon of the shy pattern of behaviour was

anticipated on Ëhe parts of the privately shy subjects during the informal

discussion. The shy behaviour pattern vras to be tapped all through the verbal,

nonverbal, and affect measures previously described.

In order to classify subjects into the public/private typology a cluster

analysis was performed on the rankings assigned by the self-labelled shys to

the five aspects of. social anxiety included in the questíonnaire. Due to

complÍcations in the results of this analysis, ít was impossible to pursue

the behavioural implicatíons of the typology further in the current investigation.

The results of the current cluster analysis are díscussed at length in the

ttResultstt section of Ëhis treatise.

Experimental Hypotheses

In summary, the research hypotheses of the study rrere:

(1) The shy subjects v/ere expected to reveal a tendency towards a "shy"

pattern of verbal behaviour. They would emit significantly fewer utterances

and r¿ould spend a significantly shorter time talking than would the not-shys.

In addition, the shy r,rould emít significantly fewer "personal attention" responses
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than would the not-shv"

(2) A "shy" pattern of nonverbal behaviour was

shy subjects would engage ín less mutual looking and

self-manipulative gesturing than would the not-shy.

also anticipated" The

gaze behaviour and more

(3) IÈ v¡as predicted that the shy and not-shy subjects would differ in

terms of Èhe kinds of self-statements they would make to the group. The shy

h/ere expected to reveal a tendency to make more negaËive references to Ëhemselves

than would the not-shy

(4) The subjecËs hiere expected to rate their moods as more neeaËive

than would the not-shys.

(5) Fína11y, shy subjects rvould receive significantly different GA1T

ratings than would the not-shys. Specifically, it was hypothesized that the

shy would be rated as "More Quiett'and "More Private't Ëhan would the not-shys.

(6) The pattern of shy and not-shy differences described in hypotheses

one and tv¡o \,/ere expected to vary as a function of the sex of the subjects. In

general, the shy males v/ere expecÈed to exhíbit the most extïeme pattern of shy

responses--engaging in the least gaze behaviour and eye contact, the shortest

percentage of time talking and the greatest number of self-manipulative gestures.

The not-shy males \^/ere expected to fall at the other exlreme r.¡ith the means

of the shy and not-shy females falling in betv¡een the two male groups "

(7) The behaviour of the other triad members to the shy person \ras

expected to differ signifícantly from their treatment of one another, The

exact nature of their behaviour could not be predicted prior Ëo conducting the

study. However, t\^/o potential response patterns \,üere anticipated. The not-shy

subjects may have attempted to draw the shy person out or they may have tended

to ignore that person" These behavíour patterns \À/ere tapped through observer
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informal discussion"

(8) A relationshíp was predicted between Ëhe ratings received by the

not-shys on the GAIT and their response to the shy person. ft seemed possible

that not-shy subjects rated as "More Empathic" and "More Accepting't on the GAIT

would be more 1íkely to attempt to draw the shy person out.

(9) It was hypothesized that the experimental tasks would encourage

primarily an outward focussíng of attention and therefore míght tend to accentuate

the shy pattern of behaviour in the publicly shy.

(10) It seemed likely that the GAIT tasks r¡/ere more structured and called

for a focussing of subject attention on Ëhe performance of a public task. That

being the case, the GAIT míght have elicited an accentuatíon of the shy pattern

of behaviour in the publicly shy as compared to the privately shy.

(11) The informal discussion period mighË have permitted the return of

the subjectst attention to their own concerns. In that case, the privately shy

subjects should have revealed an accentuation of the shy pattern of behaviour

during Ëhe informal discussíon. An accentuated pattern of shy behaviour would

have entailed a reduced frequency and length of utterances, reduced frequency

and average length of gazes and periods of eye contact, and higher rate of

self-manipulat ion.

Method

Subi ects

The subjects v/ere 63 undergraduates of the

pool. Of these 33 were male and 30 were female.

because the present research v¡as concerned r,¡ith

Uni-versity of Manitoba subject

Same-sex triads v¡ere used

the study of the expressíon
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of shyness in a same-sex interaction.

Over the course of a two-month period príor to the experímental sessions 
"

a short versiòn of the Stanford Shyness Survey (SSS) vras administered during the

class sessions of several introductory psychology sections. In order not Èo

alert subjects as to the purpose of the upcoming study, the SSS was not admin-

istered by the experimenter. The administraËíon óf the Ëest was explained as

part of the ongoing investigations of the Psychology Department. The survey

results were used to dístinguish self-label1ed shys and non-shys. They also

provided additional information about the prevalerrce of shyn."" r*on, young

adults in a university setÈing. A copy of SSS is available ín Appendix A.

After a sufficient number of potential subjects had been obtaÍned, subjects

vrere recruited by telephone for an ostensÍbly unrelated study of same-sex group

ínteractions.

The oríginal Stanford Shyness Survey represented an attempt to achieve

greater understanding of the incidence and general nature of social anxiety

(Zinrbardo, Pilkonís & Norwood, 1974). Subjects v/ere asked to describe their

shyness by narking suitable points on seven-point scales. Items included in

the survey tapped various aspects of the manifestation of shyness.

The abbreviated version of the Stanford Shyness Survey used in the current

research was based upon the short form employed by Pilkonis (1976) in an earlier

ínvestigatíon. On the basís of their responses to three pertinent ítems shy

people vrere defined as those who said they were moderately to extremely shy

(points 4 to 7 on a 7 point scale), more or much more shy than their peers, and

shy in 50"/" or more of Ehe social situations they encounter. They not-shys were

"not at all" or "only slightly" "hy 
(points I and 2), and less or much less
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shy Èhan their peers (Pilkonis, 1976). Finally, those describing themselves

as shy Itere required to rank order the importance of the following five aspects

of social anxiety: fear of negative evaluation, ínternal arousal, avoidance

of social situations, failures to respond appropriately, and awkward behaviour.

Subjects ranked these five aspects from five (rnost important) to one (least

importanË) .

Pilkonis (L976) performed a hierarchical cluster analysis (Johnson " L967;

1968) on the ranks v¡hich índividuals assigned to the five aspecÈs of shyness.

The product-rnoment correlations between the rankings of any tr¡o individuals

provided a measure of similarity between those indivíduals and the sí¡nilarity

coefficients constituted the data for his analysis. Johnson's "diameteril

orttmaximumttmethod was employed, a technique designed to produce maxínrally

coDpacË clusters. One hundred shy respondents provided complete data on the

rankings, and. those were the subjects included in the analysis. Four clusters

vrere generated capturing 93 out of 100 subjects. Pilkonis reduced these four to

Ëwo larger clusters, representing his privately shy and publicly shy groups.

In Ëhe subject classificatíon phase of the current study, the results of

Pilkonist (L976) cluster analysis r¿ere initially used to attempt to generate

the two types of shys. Those individuals self-labelled shy, who ranked internal

arousal and fear of negative evaluation as five or four (or vice versa) were

to be classed as prívately shy. Those self-labelled shy individuals who ranked

failures to respond appropriately and awkward behaviour as five or four (or

vice versa) were to be classed as publicly shy. Consideration of the rankings

of the self-labelled shy respondents immediaÈely made clear that the patterns

I^/ere not distinct enough to permít this simple classificatíon system. Instead
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a cluster analysis (BMDP-2V) had to be undertaken on the ranked data províded

by the 200 subjects fitting the ""hy" defínition. The results of thís analysis

faileC Èo replicaÈe in close detail Ehose of Pilkonis t s procedures. The

implication of these results will be discussed in greater detail in a later

section" One result of the currenË analysis was the decision not to attempt to

pursue the behavíoural consequerices of the ?'public/private" categories furLher.

There qTere no a príori hypotheses dealing with possible behaviour d.ifferences

between the shy subjects in the clusters derived from Ëhe current analysis.

On the basis of their responses to the pertinent items of the short

versíon of the SSS, subjects were classed as shy and not-shy. A total of 395

potential subjects vrere contacted by phone and of these 33 male and 30 female

subjects agreed to and actually took part in the study. These subjects were

randomly assigned to same-sex triads, each including one shy subject.

Experimental Tasks

Each group of these subjects was seated in a sound-attenuated room. All

group discussions \¡/ere videotaped for later viewing by a trained observer.

The observer was una\rare of the identity of the subject in each group who had

self-labelled shv.

Immedíately upon arriving for the session, all subjects were asked to

complete a mood-adjective rating list of six items. Subjects v¿ere asked to

rate their mood on six dímensions, three positive (content, comfortable, relaxed)

andthree negatÍve (uneasy, worried, subdued). ThÍs rating list was readminístered

af.Ler each of the experimental tasks (Pilkonis , l9l6).

¡'r-^...- 
^^^^^uroup ¿rssessment of Interpersonal Traits (GAIT) . The GAIT is a sma11-group,

structured exercise in which participants engage in five-minute r\¡/o-person
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interactions. Detailed vøritten instructions \^/ere given to each participant

describíng the two roles that the GAIT required them to play. See Appendix B

for a copy of these instructions. The subjects vrere informed that the task is

a method for obtaining an approximate picture of the way individuals behave

in dyadic interaction. The GAIT begíns by asking each of the group members

to write dorun on an index card provided, tvro clear, direct statements abouË

theír interpersonal relationships. Once all triad members had completed this

task, they were asked to put on identificatíon tags índicating their names

and either trArr, ttBtt, or ttCtt.

After a brief introduction, the first ttdisclosertt--t'understander" interaction

Ëook place. The instruction sheet handed to each subject contained detailed

directions on how to perform each of the ro1es. As the "discloser" the subject

r^¡as to take a risk and trv to share somethinE with the 'runderstander" that he

would like to change about himself--e.9., something about his behaviour in a

relationship. As the "understand.er" the subj.ì, r"" directed Ëo sít back and

listen carefully--not only Ëo the words but to the feelings of the discloser.

He was expected Ëo tell the discloser the important things he heard (give feedback)

The instructions informed Ëhe understander that his or her goal was to aid the

discloser in exploring and expanding on Èhe personal issue he or she presented.

The talking pairs began inunediately after all subjects had completed their

index cards, read and diseùssed the instructions, and donned their indentification

taþs. Each discloser-understander pair interacËed for five mínutes r¿ilhout

any ínterrùption from the other group member. The observing triad member

made note of his or her ímpressions of the interactíons on the Note-Taking Sheet

provided (see Appendix C). He or she r¿as also responsible for informing Ëhe
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pair when they had thirty seconds left in the five-mínute interval. hrhen

the pair stopped talking, the observing member reminded the understander to

give a thirty-second suurnary of what both persons did during the interacEíon.

After the half-minute sumrary, the next talking pair began. To control for

order effect, Ëhe order in which shy and not-shy subjects disclosed was counter-

balanced across Ëriads" Three order types r¡ere íncluded: shy person dísclosed

first, shY person dísclosed second, and shy person disclosed third.

After each Ëriad member had had Ëhe opportunity tó perform both roles,

a copy of the Peer Rating Form was distributed Lo each (see Appendix D) " The

GAIT asked each triad member to rate the other people on seven rating scales

each describing a conmon trait. The following list represents the seven scales:

Toward Quíet--Toward Outgoing; More Empathic--Less Empathic; Less Accepting--

More Accepting; More Private--More Open; Toward Fj.rm*-Toward Changeable; Toward

Planful--Toward Immediate; Toward Feeling Happy--Tov¡ard Feeling Doi.m. Each of

the seven traits is divided into six levels. For example, the Quiet to Outgoing

traÍt included the following leve1s: Extremely Quiet, SomewhaÈ Quiet, Slightly

Quiet, Slightly Outgoing, Somewhat Outgoing, Extremely Outgoing. The subjects

vrere required Ëo choose one of the six levels for each of the seven traits that

came closest to describing the person's manner in the group.

Each subject received an average score on each trait computed by tallying

the ratings given to him or her by the other two subjects and dividíng by two"

To determine the sum score for each subject on each traLt, the highest number

received by that subject at each of the síx 1eve1 was summed. This sum score

was then divided by the number of raters (2). These mean scores v/ere the final

scores for the subiects on Ëhe Ëraits.
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Subsequent to their completion of che GAIT rating form, the subjects

a1l filled out the mood-adjective rating list.

It ís important to note that subjects r^rere informed upon their arrival

that they were free to leave the experiment at any time throughout. the procedure

should they experience discomfort.

Informal discussíon. Once all êubiecËs in the triads had completed Ëhe

mood-adjective rating list, the experimenter introduced the second task. For

the final ten minutes of the experiment subjects were asked to take part in a

free discussion of the preceding GAIT interactions. The experímenter remained

in the room with the subjects only long enough to initiate the discussion and

then reËíred to the adjoining room. Prior to conducting the formal research

this discussíon period was piloted in order to finalize tlne nature of the Ëask.

l-)rrcp roeí- subseguent to the díscussion thelsubjects fi1led out the mood-

adjective rating 1íst. A copy of this form is available in Appendix E.

Debriefing. Upon completion of the informal discussÍon, the experimenter

re-entered the subject chamber and debriefing began. The experímenter 1ed the

subjecËs in an exchange of their feelings about the tasks and theír performance

in the GAIT roles. Care was taken to ensure that the sub-iects felt free to

discuss any concerns they may have had over the experimental experíence. No

particular distress rnras reported by any of the subjects over any of the task

demands.

Measurement of the Dependent. Variables

Observer. A1l sessions \,rere vídeotaped so Ëhat they could be vier¿ed

subsequently by an observer. This person r^ras kept blind as to the identity of

the subject in each group who was shy. The groups hrere run, vÍ-deotaped, and
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total, ten minutes of each tríad session

the discloser-understander segments vrere

In

of

presented (mínutes two and four). rn addition, t\do, two-minute segments

(minutes three and four and mÍnutes seven and eíght) of the ten-minute informal

discussion'h/ere taped and viev¡ed. Scoring of the videotapes \4/as done with a

discrete event. recorder (Esterline-Angus) " Both the frequency and duratíon of

events was measured through use of an on-off button pressíng system. The

observer viewed training tapes of the two, pilot groups prior to beginning the

task in order to become familiar v¡íth the scorins critería.

The rater was trained to score the videotaDes for verbal and nonverbal

behaviours including: (1) talking (frequency, direction of utterances, total

time spent talking); (2) number of personal attention responses; (3) gaze behaviour

(number of gazes and length of gazes); (4) inutual looking (number of incidences

of eye contact and length of eye conEacts); (5) self-manipulative gestures;

and (6) number of posÍtive and negative self-statements.

Self-manipulative gestures were defined as Ëouching or rubbing some part

of the body with the hands or with an instrument such as a pen" In line with

previous research, self-manipulative gestures received additional counts lühen

episodes exceeded 4.8 seconds. So an episode of 4.8 seconds received a count

of one; episodes of 4.8 to 9.6 seconds, a count of tr¿o; and so on (Pílkonis,1916).

Gaze behaviour was defíned as lookÍng or glancing at the face of another

triad member. The number and length of glances r,/ere scored for all subjects.

Overlapping glances provided the measure of number and length of mutual

looking. Thís behaviour $ras recorded only during the discloser-understander

segments because the observer reported extreme difficulty in keeping track of
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the eye contact behaviour of all three subjects símultaneously duríng the

group discussion. No diffículties arose during trainíng so no need to develop

fùrther scoring criteria for these nonverbal behavíours vras experienced.

The scoring criteria for verbal behaviours v/ere more involved. The

observer was trained to score the Ëapes for the number and length of utterances

made by each subject. In an earlier píece of research, Pilkonis (1976) found

Ëhat observers experienced difficulty uaking distinctions between pauses and

separate utterances when the subject spoke slowly or haltingly. Pilkonis

successfully eliminated the problem by stipulating that events separated by less

than 1.6 seconds were combined as a single utterance when the recorder tapes

were scored. This tactic was used in the current research. However. the time

period was reduced to one second during observation of the training tapes.

UtEerances separated by less than one second were combined as single events when

verbal behaviour \¡/as scored from the recorder tapes.

In addition to recording the frequency of utterances, the observer made

note of the direction of each of the utterances. This measure v/as taken onlv

duríng the informal discussion samples. Through collection of this infornation

ít was possible to shed light upon the hypothesis dealing v¡ith the tendency of

other group members either to attempt to draw out the shy person or to ignore

that índividual.

The observer also rated the videorapes for the number of personal attention

responses emitÈed by each subject. In line with the Kupke, Hobbs and Cheney

(1979) research, this category of verbal behaviour included askíng questions

of or talking about the other Eriad member. The response \¡ras scored when a

subject used the personal pronoun ttYouttin a question or statement. This
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for each subject throughout all

confoundíng effects of total frequency

(frequency of personal attenËion responses/

calculated and used in the statistical

Reliability of scoring procedures. In order to ascertain the reliability

of Ëhe observerfs scoring procedures, ten subjects were chosen, one from each

of five male and five female groups, Èo be rated a second tirne by the experimenter.

The product-moment correlation vTas compuLed betrr¡een the values obtained by the

observer and the experimenLer on each of the dependent measures. These product-

moment correlations constituted the reliability coefficients. The scoring was

found to be highly reliable, with interrater reliabilities ranging from.99

for the nuuber of self-manipulative gestures to ,82 Í.or the number of personal

attention responses recorded during the group discussíon. The reliability

statist.ics for all dependent varíables are avaílable in Table 1.

Subjecf affect ratings. Subjects' affect was rated at three points.

Iirnnediately after all three group members had arrived for the session, each

was asked to complete a seven-poínt mood-adjective rating list composed of three

positive and three negative dimensions. This líst was readministered afrer each

of the experimental tasks" A total positive affect score was computed by

surmning the three positive affect ratings and subtracting the sum of the three

negative raEings. Pilkonis (1976) using this seven-point scale, demonstrated

significant differences in levels of positive affect between shy and not-shy

subjects involved in dyadic interactions and in speech-giving Ëasks. Shy

subjecÈs reported less pleasant affecË than did not-shys.
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Table I

Reliability of the Observer

Ratings of the Dependent

Variables

Variables Discloser Understander Grp. Discussion

7" Gazes .9282 .9732 .897 9

Gaze ll . 9019 .9186 o ?nn

% Eve ConËact .96L6 .9611

lf Uye Contacts .9729 . 8518

// Self-Manip. Gesr. .9614 .9198 .9910

Z Utterances . 9838 ao17 .9858

Z Pers. Att. Resp. 1.0000 .86r9 .B2OI
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the GAIT a1l subiects rnrere asked to

the GAIT. This inforuration allor,¡ed

in GAIT patterns between shys and

Statistical Analysís and Design

For the rnajority of the subsequent analyses the study involved a 2 (sex)

x 3 (shyness) x 3 (task type) desígn. The Ëwo between subject factors T¡/ere

sex with Ër¿o levels (ma1e and female) and shyness with three levels. The three

levels of the shyness factor were labelled: (1) Shy, (2) Not-Shy I, and (3) Not-

Shy II. The self-label1ed not-shys were dístínguished on the basÍs of the

self-label of the group member who was their understander duríng Ëhe GAIT.

The Not-Shy I subjects had disclosed to the shy triad member. The Not-Shy II

subjects had disclosed to another not-shy person. It seemed likely that the

nature of the dyad composítion would influence the performance of the not-shy

subjects. The within-subject factor was task type with three levels (discloser,

understander, and informal discussion) " Prior to conducting the resear-ch,

it had not been decided whether the three tasks would be consídered equívalent

and would be treated as repeated measurements of the dependent variables, or

v¡hether they would be included as levels of another experimental factor.

Scanning of the data once collected clearly índicated that the demands of the

three tasks led to different response patterns. Therefore the data obtained

on subjects during the three \,/ere treated as three sets of data.

Results

experimental manipulat ions

the Stanford Shyness Survey

of the

was administered
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to a seríes of undergraduates in Psychology. In total 1,156 completed, useable

questionnaires were obtained (593 from males and 563 from females). Of this

sample of students, 427" rated themselves as shy on a "Yes-No'r basis and 57.87.

rated themselves as "Not-Shy"" Of the females, 4l.37! rated themselves as shy

and 58.77. rated themselves as not-shy. Of the males, 43% labelled themselves

as shy arld 57"/" rated themselves as not-shy.

Cluster Analysis Results

Pilkonis's results. Pilkonis (1976) performed a híerarchícal cluster

analysis (Johnson, 1967, 1968) on the ranks assigned to the five aspects of

socÍal anxieEy listed in the SSS. Complete data were provided him by 100

subjecËs and these were the subjects included in the analysis. The product-

moment correlaËion between Ëhe rankings of any two índíviduals orovided a

measure of similarity between those individuals, and the similarity coefficients

\^Iere the data for'the analysís. He had hypothesized that shy people would vary

in terms of their emphasis on private, subjective aspects of shyness (fear of

negative evaluation and internal arousal) versus iËs more public, behavioural

aspects (awkward behavíour and failures to respond appropriately).

The results of Pilkonis t s analysis indicated that the shy respondents

could be broken dor,m initially into four clusters. The nts for each cluster

and the mean ratings of each of the five aspects of social anxiety within

the clusters are available ín Table 2. The first cluster (n=7) consisted of

those people who avoided social situations and faíled to respond appropriately

in them. The second cluster (g=37) v/as composed of people who emphasized

performance deficíts (awkvzard behaviour and failures to respond) in describíng

their shlmess' A third cluster (n=27) rated subjectíve discomfort (inrernal
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arousal and fear of iregative evaluation) as most important to theír shyness.

This cluster Pilkonis labelled the frPrivately" shy. Finally, a fourth cluster

(n=22) ranked fear of negative evaluation and the two behavÍo¡¡ral deficit

factors as most important to their shyness. Pilkonis chose to combine the

third and fourth clusters to f orm a Larger group. tte \^/as therefore able Eo

reduce the solution to ti+o prímary types: the publicly shy (his cluster two) ,

and the privately shy (his clusters three and four).

Results of the current analysis on the both-sex data. In a follow-up

to Pilkonís's analysís a cluster analysis (BI(DP-2V) was performed on the ranks

which individuals assigned to Ehe five aspects of social anxiety" The method

of clustering conducted by this computer program \,ras not idenËíca1 to that of

Pilkonists (1976) analysis. It \,¡as not possíble Eo access a program which

v¡ou1d identically replicate his effort. Therefore, instead of using the product-

moment correlation between t.he rankings of pairs of individuals, as had Pilkonís,

Ehe current analysis formed clusters on the basis of the sum of the pth power of

the absolute difference between the rankings of individuals. Initíally each

case Ís considered to be in a cluster of its ornm. At each step the two clusters

with Ëhe shortest dístance between them are combined and treated as one. This

Process of combining clusters continues until all cases are iri one cluster.

This is called the average distance method. Initially the analysis included

aLL 225 subjects (urale and female) who provided complete daËa on the rankings.

Four clusters capturing I92 out of.225 subjects were generaËed. The n's for

each cluster and the mean rankings of each of the five aspects of shyness

v/ithin the clusters are included in Table 2.

The smallest cluster @=26) was composed of those ìubjecrs who rated
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avoidance of social situations and fear of negaËive evaluation as the most

important parts of their shyness. A second cluster (n=39) wa" 
"o*Oose¿ 

of

those subjects who emphasized awkward behaviour and failures to respond

appropriately and internal arousal in describing their shyness. A third

cluster (q=6t) was composed of subjects who ranked failures to respond approp-

riately, awkward behaviour, and fear of negative evaluation as mosË important.

These subjects ranked avoidance of social situations and internal arousal as

1ow importance to the description of their shyness. Finally, a fourth cluster

("=66) \¡/as composed of those subjects who emphasized internal arousal and. fear

of negative evaluation Ín describing theír shyness.

The paEtern of these four clusters can be seen to correspond to those four

clusters described by Pilkonis (1976). However, it can be argued that to reduce

the four to tIùo on the basis of a privat- versus public contrast was noÈ

justified by the data. Examinarion of the cluster (l=61) which correspond.ed

most closely to Pilkonisrs "performance deficits' cluster revealed that one

of rhe ttprivatett dimensions--fear of negative evaluation--received an average

rating only " 066 lower Ëhan one of the "public" dimensions.

The third cluster described above corresponds to Pilkonis's "Fear and

Behaviour Deficitst' cluster. Pilkonis chose Ëo combine thís cluster r"/ith his

"SubSective Discomfort" cluster on Ëhe basís of similarities in their ranking

patterns. However, in contrast to Pilkonisrs procedure, merging of this

cluster with cluster four of subj ects ranking the two private d.imensions

highest did not seem to be justifiable. Indeed the pattern of average rankíngs

of the five aspecËs of social anxiety v/as more sj-milar in clusters t\¡/o and three

than in clusters two and four. Merging of Èhe clusters on the basís of subiective
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examinatíon of intracluster rankings did not seem to be sufficient

justification in the currenË analysis.

Therefore the cluster analysis of the combined male and female data did

not result in two clusters which could be succinctlv differenEiated on the

basis of varying ernphasis given to performance deficits versus subjective

discomfort "

Results of the cluster analysis of the female data. Pilkonis also

discovered no sex differences in the frequency of membership ín specific

clusters. Scanníng of the clusEer membership of the current analysís indicated

potentÍal differences in the sex composition of the clusters. As a consequence,

the male and female data were subjected to two separate cluster analyses.

The results of the cluster analysís of the female data alone were quite

different than t.hose of the combined sample analysis. The n's for each of the

clusters and the mean ratings of each of t.he five aspects of shyness wíthin

the clusters are included in Table 2. Two major clusters rùere revealed

accounting for 79 of. L}I subjects. The largest female cluster (n=42) was

composed of those subjects who rated internal discomfort and fear of negative

evaluation high in importance and avoidance, failures to respond appropriately

and awkward behaviour as lor¿ in importance. This cluster corresponded more

clearly to a "privaLely" shy category than did any of the clusters in the overall

analysis.

The second cluster (n=37) included subjects who rated internal arousal,

failures to respond appropriately, and awkward behaviour as most important to

their shyness. This cluster corresponded to the second cluster derived in the

both-sex analysis. However, in the female daÈa analysis cluster the subjects

ranked a1l three of these factors equa11y. Therefore, the female data failed
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to yield a cluster corresponding to Pilkonis's "public shyness" category.

As was the case in Pilkonis's analysis, there was no cluster of females r¿ho

ranked avoidance of socía1 situations as highly import.ant to their sh¡¡ness.

This r'¡ould seem to support Pilkonis's conclusion that avoidance represencs a

more extreme form of social anxiety, perhaps not common among young adults in
a university setting.

In general, however, the results of the cluster analysis conducted on the

female data alone did not lend unqualified. support for pílkonists hypothesized

publíc/prÍvate shyness distinction. It would appear to be a much less clear-
cuË differentiation. The results of the analysis conducted on the both-sex

data índicated a tendency fot some subjects to rate the subjective discomfort

factors as high in Í-mportance while rating the other three factors as less

important. The female data analysís revealed. a símilar pattern. However,

beyond this point the picËure \¡/as more complex with a tendency revealed for
subjects to rate combinations of the two performance defícit factors and one

or the other of the two subjectíve discomfort factors as highest in importance.

cluster analysis of the male data corresponded more closely to a publíc versus

private shyness pattern. Two clusters ivere observed which included IOt of. I24

subjects. The nts for each of the clusters and. the mean ratíngs given Ëo the

five aspects of social anxiety r,ríthin each cluster are given in Table 2. A

large cluster (n=60) r¡/as composed of subjects who rated internal arousal and

fear of negative evaluation high in importance in Ëhe description of their
shyness and the other three dimensions as less ímportant. Thís cl-uster was

seen to correspond to Pilkonis's subjective discomfort trprivate" shyness cluster.

Results of the cluster analysis of the male data. The results of the
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The second cluster (g=4f) v/as composed of subjects who ranked failures to

respond appropriately and awkward behaviour as most important Ëo their

shyness. In contrast to the female alone analysis and the both-sex analysis,

the male analysís produced a cluster of subjects who did, indeed, rank performance

deficits disfinctly as most important. Thus the male data most closely

corresponded to Pilkonis's publÍc versus private shyness hypothesis. The

implícations of these cluster analysis results are discussed at greater length

in the ttDiscussÍontt sectíon of this treatise.

One major consequence of the cluster analyses was the decision not to include

the publie/private shyness distinction as a factor in the study. A more

accurate representation of the data would have had to include three clusters:

(l) subjects ranking fear of negative evaluation and internal arousal as most

important', (2) subjects ranking internal arousal, awkward behaviour and failures

to respond appropriately as most important; and (3) subjects ranking fear of

negative evaluation, awkward behaviour, and failures to respond appropriately

as most ímportant. In addition, attention would have to be given to possible

sex differences ín clusËer composition. There r¡rere no a priori hypotheses

concerning performance difficulties betv¡een t.hese three clusters of self-

1abe11ed shys. fndeed, particuLarLy with regard to the second and third

clusËers, no specífic explanation as to behavioural dífferences could be put

forr¿ard. Fínally, it was impossible to obtaÍ-n a sample of subjects from each of

Ëhe Ehree clusters large enough Ëo permit detection of potential behavioural

dÍfferences.

'f 
:' 1\ 1:'''

In a prelimÍ-nary investigation undertaken to gain supporE for his private/
':1.

public shyness typology, Pílkonís reported significant negative cor.r,.e1at'ions

Concerns abouË the rationale of Pilkonis's public/prívate categor.ieS.
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between the rankings individuals assigned to his two private factors and his

Èwo public factors" The results of this analysis can be seen in Table 3. He

took thÍs'as evidence of the exístence of a natural relationship between the

two factors within each category" Hor,vever, he failed to note the negative

correlations between the two rrprivaterr factors and Ëhe two ttpublict' factors.

It seemed possible that those intercorrelatíons between the five aspects of

social anxiety may have been artifacts of the process of correlatíng ranked

data. In response to thís concern a series of ten correiatíon analyses v/ere

performed on sets of 100 randomly selected ranked numbers ranging from one to

five. The results of these analyses are available in Table 4. The correlations

derived from Ëhese analyses can be seen to correspond to those obtained by Pilkonis

in both direction and magnítude. Comparisons made of corresponding pairs of

correlations from the Ewo tables indicated that no sienificant differences

between Ëhe correlations obtained by Pilkonis on actual subject data and those

obtained through the analysis of random sets of ranked numbers. It is like1y

Èhat Pilkonis's results are the product of spurÍous correlations betv¡een ranked

data and may not represent Ëhe existence of real negative relationships among

the variables" This ca1ls into question the use of the intercorrelations as

support of the dichotomy of private and public shyness.

Behaviour Differences Between Shys and Not-Shys (Male and Female)

Summary of expectations. The current study was designed to address

several issues. Do self-reports of shyness possess any behavioural validíty?

If so, what are some of the behavioural differences of shy and not-shy people?

Will these differences between shys and not-shys vary as a function of the sex

of the individuals observed? Differences had been observed on various performance



Table 3

CorrelaÈions Among Aspects of Shyness

Pilkonis I s Resulcs

Private

Shy Behaviour

+5

PublícPrivate

Internal
Arousal

Fear of Neg.
Evaluation

Public

Avoidance

Failures to
Respond

Arn¡kward
Behaviour

p = "01

p = .001

Internal
Arousal

_. 13

Fear of Neg.
Evaluation Avoidance

11

Failures

1 AJ..LJ

Awkr¿ard

I^J--L
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Table 4

Results of Correlational Analysis of

Random Sets of Ranked Numbers

1.00 -.n|z7(E=.cl) -"287s6(p=.002) -.29788(g--"001) -. 2462(p=.C07)

r .00 -.24206 (s=.007) -.29695 (s=.001) - .20706 (v= .022)

1. O0 - "22192 (p=.014) -.248s4 (p=.006)

1 .00 - .20278 (p=.021 )

1 .00
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measures when shys and not-shys were compared duríng heterosocial interaction.

Would these performance differences remain unchanged during a same-sex ínter-

action? I^Iould the specifie demands of the tasks being performed influence the

expression of differences bet\"¿een shys and noË-shys? In order to tap these

issues measures v¡ere taken of a variety of behavíours--samples of verbal and

nonverbal resPonses, self-reports of affect, and observer and participant

ratings of various interpersonal qualities.

Overt behaviour d.ifferences, A multivariate analysis of varíance was

conducted on five dependent variables (percentage of time spent talking,

percenËage of personal attention responses, percentage of time spenL gazj:ng,

number of gazes and number of self-manipulative gestures). The two between

subject faclors \,/ere sex, with two levels, and shyness with three levels (shy

person disclosíng to and beíng understanding of a not-shy; not-shy person

disclosing to a shy person and being understanding of a not-shy--Not-Shy I; and

not-shy person dísclosing to a not-shy and being understanding of a shy person--

Not-Shy II). The within subject factor v/as task type r¿ith three levels

(discloser, understander, and ínformal discussion).

A sígnifícant multivariate main effect l,.ras detected for the shyness type

factor (I:2.8902, p < "0029). Examination of the univariare tests of the five

dependent variables indicated that differences in the performance of the three

ËyPes of shy subjects vras most heavily contríbuted to by their differences on

the percentage of time talking variable (p < .0001). The discriminant analysis

produced a significant discriminant function (p < .0028) which accounted for

97.067" of the between group variation. Those subjects v¡ho scored high on Ëhis

composite variable spent a low percentage of time talking, emitted fewer gazes,
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and emitted a lower percentage of personal attentíon responses. The reverse

v/as true of those subjects who scored low on the discriminant function. The

cell means of Èhe levels of the shlmess factor on these dependent variables

indicated that the shy subjects scored high on the composite. They engaged.

in fewer gazes and spent a significantly shorter percentage of tíme talking

than did either group of not-shys. see Table 5 for these cell means.

The signíficant multivariate test of the shyness main effect v/as explored

further through post hoc single degree of freedom tests of specific between

group contrasts. InÈerest lay in the examination of performance differences

on the dependent varíables betr.¡een the two not-shy groups and the shy group.

The Ëest of the behavioural differences between the not-shy subjects who had

disclosed to a shy subject (Not-Shy I) and the shy subjects rras not significant

(9. .3958). However, the contrast betr¿een the not-shy subjects who had

disclosed to another not-shy (Not-Shy II) and the shy subjecrs did achieve

Étatistical signíficance (p . .0004). The significant behavioural difference
was largely represented by dífferences ín percentage of tíme spent talking
(P ' .0001). Hor¿ever, Ëhe univariate test of the nr-rmber of. gazes variable
also approached sígnificance (p . "0640). The discrimínanr analysis resulted

in a significant discriminant function (p < .0004) representing the following
composite variable. Subjects scoring high on the function spent a low percentage

of time talking and emitted fewer gazes at the other group members" Consíder-

ation of the cell means of the Not-Shy II subjects and the shy subjects on

these variables indicated that the shy subjects scored high on the composite

variables. The shys talked for a significantly shorter percntage of time and

gazed less at the faces of the other Èriad members than did the group of not-
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Table 5

Cell Means for Shyness Factor

on: "Á Utter. " Z P.A.R. , li Gaze

Shyness Level Z Utterance % Pers" Att. Resp. ll Gazes

Noe Shy I /,^ aan 9n ola 13. 143

Not Shy II 42.58, 19.07ã L4.L43

shv 27.657 '| 5 7q7 i r .540
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shys who disclosed to another not-shy.

A significant difference was also detected in the multivariate test of

the sex main effect. This effect v¡as largely represenÈed by the significant

differences on the percentage of gazes dependent variable. It was the only

dependent variable achieving signifícance on Ëhe univariate F tests (p. .0I3i).

Since the percentage gaze and number of gazes variables \¡/ere so highly inter-

correlated the increase in the size of the contribution of the laLter when

the contribution of Èhe percentage of. gazes variable had been partialled out

was to be expected. The p value of the number of gazes variable reduced from

.5404 to .0239 j-n the partíalled test. Thus the rwo sexes differed significantly

on both percentage of time spent gazing and the number of gazes emitted. The

discriminant analysís follorl¡-up to this significanr multivariate effect

produced a signíficant discriminant function (p . .0263) accountíng f.or LOOZ

of between group variatÍon. Subjects scoring high on this composite variable

had a higher percentage of tÍme spent gazj-ng and number of gazes as well as

a moderate Percentage of personal aËËention responses. Examination of the

cel1 means of the male and female groups on these dependent variables índicated

that the female subjects scored high on the composiÈe. The females spent a

greater percentage of time gazing at the faces of other triad members and hence

emitted a greater number of. gazes than did the males. There was also some

tendency for females to emit a greater number of personal attention responses

than di-d the males. See Table 6 for these cell means.

No sígnificant shyness x sex interaction eras detected. The differences

on the five dependent variables deËected across the types of shy and not-shy
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Table 6

Cel-l Means of Sex Factor

on i/ Gazes, & % Gazes

Sex lf of Gazes % Gazing

Male

Female

L2.616

i3.30

56.150

oo . +Jö
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subjects did not vary as a function of the sex of the subjects. This

represented a failure to replicaLe Pilkonists (I976) earlier fíndíngs of

varying patterns of behavioural differences bet\,/een shy and not-shy subjects

as a functíon of their sex.

A significant main effecE was det.ected for Ëhe liithin subject facËor-task

type (p < .0001). Performance on the five dependent varíables varied as a

function of the type of task--discloser, understander, and informal discussion.

This significant multivaríate result r^/as followed up by two single degree of

freedom contrasts of the scores of subjects on the dependent variables during

the ttDísclosertt versus ttUnderstandertt roles and of ttDíscloser and Understanderrt

versus ttlnformal Discussiontt scores on these variables. Sisnificant differences

r¿ere detected on these performance measures duríng the discloser and understander

roles (p. .0001). The results of the univariate Ëests of the fíve dependent

variables indícated that performance differed significantly during these two

roles on the percentage of time spent gazing, number of. gazes emitted, percentage

of time spent talkíng, and percentage of personal attention responses. The

díscriminant analysis produced a signifícanË composite variable (p . .0001) "

Subjects scoring high on this variable had a higher percentage of personal

attraction responses, a low percentage of time spent talking and a relatively

low percentage of gazes. Examination of the cell means of the task type factor

levels on these índicated that during the'tunderstanderttrole subjects Ëalked

for a significantly shorter percentage of time, emiLted a signíficantly greaËer

percentage of personal attention responses and engaged in fewer gazes. See

Table 7 for these mean values.

The test of the contrast between the performance of subjects during
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Table 7

Ce1l Means: Discloser and

Understander Roles

7" Utterances, 7" p.A.R. , lÍ Gazes

RoIe Type Z Utterances Z P.A.R. ll of. Gazes

Understander

Discloser

2s.084

58 "628

43.705 10.667

.45079 i5.000
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discloser and understander roles and their performance during the informal

discussion \,¡as also sËatistically significant (p . .0001). Examination of

the unívariate tests of the dependent variables indicated that there T¡/ere

differences on both percentage of time spent talking and. percentage of personal

atËention responses in the ínforrnal díscussion versus the discloser and

understander roIes. The discriminant analysís produced a significant function

(¿' .0001). To score hígh on Èhis composite subjects had to emir a low

percentage of utterances and of personal attention responses. Examination of

the cell means of subjects on the levels of the task type factor indicated

that duríng the informal discussion subjects talked for a significantly shorter

percentage of time and emitted signíficantly fewer personal attention responses

than they did during the discloser and understander roIes. These cell means

are available in Table B.

The differences in number of personal attention responses was largely due

Ëo the high rate of personal attention responding during the performance of

the understander role. In addition, the differerì.ce d.etected. in percentage of

time talking was primarily due to the hígh percenËage of time spent talking

duríng the díscloser ro1e.

The interaction of the shyness factor and the task type factor approached

significance (p < .0875) " It has been argued that due to the conservative

nature of the multivariate test iL may be acceptable to interpret as meaningful

a test of an effect v¡hích has a p value less than .10 (Hummel & Sligo , I1TL) .

Therefore, the decision was made to proceed to an examination of the univariate

tests of the dependent variables. There v/as a tendency revealed for the

difference in the percentage of time spent Ëalking between the "Discloser" and

trUnderstander" roles to vary as a function of the shyness type. In addítion the
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Table B

Cell Means of Discloser And

Understander versus Group Discussion

Role % Utterances % Personal Attention Responses

Understander &

Discloser

Informal Disc.ussion

47.839

¿o"t3+

22.049

10.722
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univariate test of the percentage of personal attention responses variable

was significanË (p. .0011). There v/as an indication that the differences

between the percentages of personal attention responses uËtered ín the ttDisclosertt

and t'Understanderttroles varied as a function of shyness. As can be seen in

Fígures 1 and 2, Ëhe differences in the percentage of utterances emitted. between

UndersËander and Discloser roles varied as a function of shyness level such Ëhat

not-shy subjects who had disclosed to a shy subject (NoË-Shy I) rend.ed to talk

more during the discloser role and less during Ëhe understand.er role than did

Ëhe not-shys who had disclosed ro anorher nor-shy (Not-shy rr) (p < .0303).

The difference in the percentage of personal attention responses emitted.

during the discloser and understander roles also tended to vary as a function

of shyness level . The not-shys r¡ho had disclosed to a shy person (lqot-Stry l)

emitted more personal attention responses during their discloser role than did

the noË-shys who had dísclosed to another not-shy (Not-Shy II). However, the

not-shys who disclosed to a not-shy and were understanding of a shy emitted more

personal attention responses duríng Ëheir understander roles than did the not-

shys who were understanding of a not-shv (Not-Shy I) " It seemed possible

ËhaL thís test faíled to achieve significance due to a lack of sufficíent power

to detect differences. In response to this concern a post hoc analysis was

conducted to determine the povrer. This analysis indicated that with a sample

size of. 63, an estimaËed effect size of .30 (nedium) , and Type I error rate of

.05, there l^/as a 657" chance of rejecting Ëhe null. In order to have attained

a power of .80, Ëhe sample sLze would have had to be increased to 84

MANOVA results on eye contact data, A second multivariate analysis of

variance was conducted on the Ewo eye contact measures (percentage of time in
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eye contacË and average length of periods of eye contact). These two dependent

measures were analysed separately because the ratings rdere made of eye contact

only during the performance of the discloser and understander roles. The two

between subject factors v/ere sex of subject r^¡ith two levels (ma1e and female)

and dyad type with three levels (not-shy disclosing to a shy subject--Not-Shy I,

not-shy subject dísclosing to a not-shy--Not-Shy II, and shy subject disclosíng

to a not-shy). The desígn \¡ras described in this manner because each subject

in a dyad received the percentage eye contact score derived through averaging

the scores given to each independently by Ëhe observer. Therefore it was more

meaningful to classify subjects according to dyad rather than shyness type.

Differences \¡/ere anticipated as a function of dyad type. It seemed likely

thaÈ the dyads which involved interaction of a not-shy with another not-shy

rather than with a shy subjeet would exhibit a greater percentage of time j,n

eye contact. In addition, prevíous research pointed to differences in the

percentage of eye contact engaged in by males and females in heterosocial

interactions. Would Ehese differences in eye contact as a function of shyness

and sex be exhibíted during same-sex interactions?

The resulËs of the current analvsis pointed to sisnificant differences

in eye contact as a function of sex (p < .0077). Females internerinø in ¡

same-sex dyad exhÍbited a signifícantly greater percentage of eye contact

than did males in a same-sex dyadíc interactíon" The díscríminant analysis

produced a significant discriminant function (p < .0077). Subjects who

scored high on this composíte variable revealed a higher percentage of eye

contact. Examination of the cell means of the cel1 factor on these dependent

variables indicated than females scored high on the function--exhibiÈíng a
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higher percentage of eye contact with a same-sex partner than did males.

No significant differences r/¡ere observed between males and females on the

average length of periods of eye contact. See Table 9 for the male and female

means on these variables.

The multivariate test of the dyad type factor \¡/as not statistÍ-cally

significant (p < .6811)" rn conrrasr ro Pilkonisrs (r976) findings no

differences \,/ere deËected between shys and not-shys on the percentage of eye

contact or average length of eye contact variables. Not-shy subjects interacting

with a same-sexe not-shy subject did not tend to engage ín a significantly

greater percentage of eye contact than dÍd not-shys interacting with a shy

subject of the same sex. Finally, shy subjects also faíled to engage in a

sígnificantly differenL percentage of eye contact than did these two dyad types

v¡hen ínteracting in a same-sex dyadic ínteraction.

The test of the interaction between Èhe sex of the subject and the dyad

type factors failed to reach significance (p. .1702). Male and female subjects

in same-sex dyadic interactions did not reveal signíficant differences in

percentage of eye contact as a funcËion of the composition of the dyad (shy/not-

shy, not-shy/shy, not-shy/not-shy¡ "

GArr Ratings Differences Between shys and Not-shys (Ma1e and Female)

Summary. Prior to conducting the sËudy hypotheses T¡rere put forward

dealing with anticípated dífferences between shys and not-shys on the raËings

they would receive on the severr interpersonal traits of the GAIT. Specifícatly

it was predicted that shy subjects would be rated by both triad members as

"More Quiett' and "More Privare'f than would the not-shys. No a priori predicEions

were made as to possible rating dífferences betr¿een the two types of not-shys.
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Table 9

Cell Means on Sex FacLor

on 7" Eye Contact, Average

Length of Eye Contact

Sex 7" Eye Contact Average Length Eye ConËact

Male

Female

)7 A^7

40.570

2.3eT

2 .580
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Hor¿ever, êDY differences in the ratings of these groups r¡/ere certaínly of

interest. The issue addressed r,¿ould be the influence of dyadic ínteractíon

with a shy person versus another noË-shy person on the GAIT ratings these not-

shys would be given.

Results of analysis of GAIT ratings. A sígnificant multivariate maín

effect for the shyness factor was observed (p. .0008). This effect was largely

represented by the Toward Quiet-Tov¡ard Outgoing, More Prívate-More Open, and

the Toward Feeling Dovm-Toward Feeling Happy dimensíons. The univariate tests

of Èhese Ëhree variables were hÍgh1y significant. The discriminant analysis

produced a sígnificant function (p. .0007) v¡hich accounted for 85.377" oÍ. dne

between-group variation. Subjects scoring high on this conposite variable

would have been rated as more tttoward quiettt and more tttoward privaËetr while

those scoring low on the composite would have been rated as more "toward outgoingrt

and morettopentt. Examinatíon of the means of the three shyness types on these

GAIT scales indicated that shy subjects r¡/ere rated by the other triad members

as more prívate and more quiet than were the not-shys. See Table 10 for these

cell means" Thís signífícant multivariate maín effect was followed up bu

contrasts of each not-shy group with the shy group " While no signifícant

difference on the seven GAIT ratings T¡/as detected beËr¿en the Not-Shy I subjects

and the shys (p < "4692) a highly significant dÍfference r¡ras detected. ín the

pattern of GAIT ratings received by those not-shys who had disclosed to another

noË-shy (p < .0001). The discriminant analysis produced a significanr d.iscrim-

inant functíon (p < .0001). Those subjects scoring high on the composíte

variable would have been rated as moretttoward outgoingtt and more "opentt.

The examj-nati-on of the means of the Not-Shy II and the shy subjecËs on these

60
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Table 10

Cel1 Means of the Shyness Factor

on Private and Quiet Ratings

Shyness Level To Quiet Open-Private

Not-Shy I

Not-Shy II

shv

4.429

4.e05

3.405

J.OIY

4.286

a ÉalJ.JL+
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variables indicated that the shy subjects \^/ere rated as significantly more

quiet and more privaÈe than were the Not-Shy IIts. See Table lO for these

test means.

The multivariate test of the sex main effect v/as also significant (p . .0i30).

The results of the univariate tests conducted on the seven GAIT ratinss

índicated that differences on the following scales contributed to the sex maj-n

effect: More EmpaLhic-Less Empathic; Less Accepting-More Accepting; and Toward

Firm-Tov¡ard Changeable" The discriminant analysis produced a significant

function (p. .0129)" To score high on this composite variable subjecrs had to

be rated as low in empathy, quÍte firm, and not very acceptíng of the feelings

of others. Examination of the means received by males and females on these

three GAIT scales indicated Ëhat females tended to be rated by same-sex triad

members as more empathíc, more willing to explore the other's feelings and

vier,.rpoints, and more accepting and caring of the otherts feelings than r,rere males.

See Table 11 for these mean values.

The multivaríate test of the interaction of the shyness and sex factors

on Ëhe GAIT ratings \^ras nonsignifícant (p . "4734). The differences ín the

GAIT ratings received by shy and not-shy subjects did noË vary sígnificanrly

as a function of the sex of the subiects.

Self-Ratings of Mood

A 2 x 3 repeated measures analysís of varíance \,las performed on the

mood-adjecËive ratings data. The tv¡o between subject factors r¡¡ere sex, wíth

tv¡o levels (ma1e and female), and shyness with three levels (shy, Not-Shy I,

and Not-Shy II). The subjects provided self-ratings of their moods on six

dimensíons at three points in time--pre-GAlT, posL-GAIT, and post-ínformal
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Table 11

Cell Means of the Sex Factor on the

Empathy and Acceptance Scales

Sex Empathy Acceptance

Male

Female

4.L67

4.683

4.09L

4.s33
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discussion. pto* th."e ratings, three positive mood scores v/ere calculated

by subtracting Ëhe sum of the ratings of the three negative affect dimensions

from the sum of the three positive affect dimensions. These scores constituted

the data for analvsis"

No significant main effects were detected for eíther the sex (p < .41.28)

or the shyness (p < .8494) factors. There r¡/ere no signif icant dif f erences

detected in the mood ratings made by males and females. In addition. the mood

raEings did not vary as a function of the shyness level of the subjects.

However, a significant maÍn effect v/as detected for the repeaLed measures

varíable (p. .0001). The ratings subjects mad.e of their moods changed over

the course of the experíment. Examination of the mean mood scores of subjects

at the three points índicated that as the experiment progressed all subjects

rated their mood as more positive.

Behavíour of the Not-Shy Torvard Ëhe Shy

It was predicted that the not-shy triad members would behave differently

to the shy person than Èhey would to one another. To tap this behavioural

difference a measure was taken of the percentage of utterances emitted duríng

the group discussion that ríere received by each of the three types of subjects"

A 2 x 3 analysis of variance !,/as conducted on the d.ependent varíable

percent.rge of utterances received during the informal discussion. The two

between subject factors r¡Iere sex of the subjects (male and female) and shyness

type (shy, Not-Shy r, Not-shy rr). Results of the analysis índ.ícated no

significant main effect of the sex factor (g . .445). There !/ere no differences

in the percentage of utterances received as a function of the sex of the triad

members.
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A significanË maín effect was detected for the shyness facror (p. .O3B).

The subjects in the Ëriads varied in the percentage of utterances they received

duríng the informal discussion as a function of their shyness type. Shy

subjecËs received a significantly smaller percentage of utterances duríng

the discussion than did either not-shy group. This significanË overall result

was followed up with post-hoc comparisons of each of the not-shy groups with

Ëhe shy group. The Tukey Honestly Signíficant Difference technique was used

because it provided a satisfacËory balance of the t\^/o types of experimental

error. At a Type f error rate of.05, the test of the difference between the

shy and the Not-Shy I groups did not exceed the HSD. However, the test of the

comparison of the shy and the Not-Shy II groups did achieve sígnificance.

The shy subjects received significantly fewer utteÍances during the Ínformal

discussion than did the Not-Shy II subjects who had earlier disclosed. to another

not-shy.

Predictíon of the Treatment of the Shy

PrÍor to conducting the research it was predicËed that there r¿ould be a

relationship discovered between the noË-shyts tendency to address conversatíon

to the shy person and ratings received on t\^/o dimensions of the GAIT--the

Empathy scale and t.he Acceptance scale. It vüas expected that Ëhose not-shys

who spoke more frequently to Ëhe shy person in the group discussion would be

rated as more empathic and. more accepting than would Ëhose not-shys r¿ho tended

to ignore the shy person during Ëhe informal discussíon.

rn order to explore this issue, a multiple regression was eonducted

regressing the ratings of the not-shys on these two GAIT scales on the dependent

variable--percentage of utterances directed to the shy person, Results of the
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simultaneous soluti,ón to this regressíon problem are available in Table

As can be seen in the table, neither variable contributed significantly

the predictíon of the percentage of utterances addressed by the not-shy

subjects to the shy person during the informal discussíon.

Discussion

Survey Results

The SSS results closely replicated Ëhose reported by Zimbardo, Pilkonis,

and Norwood (1974) and Pilkonis (1976). Approximately 42% of a sample of rhe

undergraduate population of a large university self-labelled shy. However, Lhe

results did díffer from those of Pilkonís (L976) in one respect. As was the

case in the Zimbardo et a1. (1974) study, an almost equal percentage of male

and female undergraduates self-labelled shy. In contrast, Pilkonis (L976)

reported Ëhat a higher percentage of males than females reported Ëhemselves to

be shy (46.42 vs 33.07" for females, z = 2.23, p < .03). pilkonis (Lg76) sample

of females may not have been representatíve of the genenal population of young

adult females. It is possible that \^/omen who gain entrance to a selectíve,

private universíty such as Stanford may tend to be more assertive and socially

competent than the norm of undergraduate females. Unlike Stanford- rhe TTnirrorsi¡y

of Manitoba is a publicly funded facility wíth far less stríngent entrance

criteria. As a consequence, the female undergraduates sampled in the current

research may have been more representatíve of the normative population than

\^/ere those of Pilkonists sample. As such, it would seem that approximately

equal proportíons of young men and r./omen describe themselves as dispositionally

shy. The percentages have remained fairly constant since the early 1970's.

Although the figures have noL increased, Ëhis result does poinË out a need for

L2

to
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Table 12

Results of Simultaneous Solution

of the Regression of

GAIT scales on % Utt. Rec.

Source of Varíation df R2 added SS MS F

Enpathy "0074 8.5775 8.5775 .02758

Acceptance .0035 42.9425 42.9425 .L3BL2

Residual 39 L2r28.5690 310.9889

Total -r .0036

Total by Addition " 0109
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the development of more treatment programs for social anxiety. Given the

large number of first year university students reporting shyness as a personal

problem, it would seem particularly useful for university counselling servíces

to focus increased prograrmning upon this issue.

Cluster Analysis

The results of Ëhe current cluster analyses r¿hile to some degree resembling

those obtaíned by Pílkonis (L976), failed to provide clear support for his

shlmess typology. The general impression obtained from consideraËion of all

Èhree sets of results was Ëhat he had been too quick Ëo impose his ov¿n hypotheses

upon the data" Certainly, there v¡ould seem to be a tendency for some individuals

to rate fear of negatíve evaluation and ínternal arousal as most important

to Ëheir shyness, while ratíng Lhe other three dímensions as less so. There

were also some indivíduals who rated failures to respond appropriately and

awkward behavÍour as mosÈ important to their shyness. However, there were also

substantial numbers of subjects, particularly in the analysis of the both-sex

data, who tended to rate combinations from across Pilkonísfs two categories

as equal in importance. It v¡as unfortunate that it was impossible to gain

access to a cluster analysís program r^¡hích made use of the same similarity

coeffícíent (the product-moment correlatíon) as did Pilkonis's analysis (Lg76).

Since a different distance measure v/as used in thís analysis the ínfluence of

thís difference in methodology upon the results obtained cannot be ruled out"

It ís possible that the cluster differences may have been in part the product

of the use of the ttabsolute differencett rather than the ftproduct-moment corre-

lation'r between indivíduals as the measure of similarity. A fo1low-up to this

analysis would be wise to attempt an identical replicarion of pilkonists
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procecures.

In order to follow up the possibility of a typology of shyness it will

also be necessary to acknowledge the complexíty of the data. The ratings

patterns of males and females r¿i11 have to be consídered separately and the

influence of extraneous variables upon the patterns r¿i11 have to be examined.

For example, do those shy subjects rating a particular set of factors as more

important differ in terms of severity of their shyness from those shys ranking

another set of factors as more important? Finally, the five aspects of

social anxiety included in future cluster analyses should be refined and

perhaps broadened. For example, the subjects may have experienced some difficulty

distinguíshíng between failures to respond appropriately and awkward behavíour.

Their possible confusion as to how to distinguish between these two factors

may have led them Ëo rank the two similarly thus resulting in an arEificial

cluster. Perhaps it would be useful to conduct a prelímínary survey of self-

labe11ed shys asking them to list various factors which have led Ëhem to call

themselves shy.

Cluster analysis is only a data reduction technique. It is merely a tool

Ëo use ín attempts to gain greater understandíng of patËerns in data. IË

should not be treated as a more powerful technique.

Behaviour Differences Between Shys and Not-Shys (Male and Female)

The t"fANOVAs conducted on the followíng seven dependent variables (percentage

of time spent talking, percentage of personal attention responses, percentage

of Ëime sPent gazing, number of. gazes, percentage of tíme in eye contact,

average length of eye contacts, and number of self-manipulative gestures)

produced several major findings. The behaviour of shys and not-shys varied
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significantly on two of these neasures" As did Pilkonis (L976) rhe current

analysis discovered that shy subjects talked significantly less than did nor-

shys. This was true in ínteraction with a same-sex peer as it had been during

interacËion v¡iËh an opposite-sex peer. Likewise Pilkonists (I976) observation

that shys gazed at the face of another person significantly less frequently

than did not-shys was confirmed. Even during ínteraction with a same-sex peer

shys tended Ëo gaze at the face of their talkíng partner less often Èhan did

the not-shvs.

.F1^^-^ ^-: ^-.rnese srgnificant behavioural differences between shys and not-shys were

detecËed only in the contrast between the group of self-1abelled noË-shys who

had disclosed to a not-shy (Not-Shy II) and the shys. The contrast between

Ëhe group of self-labelled shys and the group of not-shys who had disclosed to

a shy person (Not-Shy I) did not achieve signíficance. Perhaps the experience

of presenting a personal issue to a shy person v/as a powerful influence upon

subsequent behaviour of those individuals such that they were less conversive.

During observation of the dyads iË had been noted that dyads of not-shys

tended to be more comfortable, with less frequent lapses into silence. This

informal observatíon may provide information to account for the greater percentage

of time spent talking and. gazing on the parts of the not-shys who had dísclosed

to another not-shy. These subjects may simply have been more relaxed than v¡ere

the shys or the not-shys who had disclosed to a shy person. rË may also

reflect differences in the sociat skills of the shy.subjects. The not-shys

who disclosed a personal issue to a shy person received fewer reinforcing gazes

and personal attention responses than díd the not-shys disclosíng to a not-shy.

That experience may have ínfluenced their behaviour in further ínteraction.

The discloser task r¿as the more stressful and consequently actinq as understander
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of Ëhe shy tríad member did not seem to influence the subsequent behaviour

of the Not-Shy IIs Ín símilar ways. This pattern may be evidence of the

influence of the socially inept behaviour of shys upon Ëhe responses of others.

Shy subjects did not emít significantly more self-manipulatíve gestures

than did either noÈ-shy group. This was in sharp conËrast to pilkonis's (1976)

observation of a vastly greaËer number of self-manipulative gestures on the

parts of shys when interacting with opposite-sex confederates.

The current study may have observed a different pattern in shy an¿ non-

shy performances on the behavioural measures due to its differing environmental

demands. Self-manipulative gestures Ì¡rere seen as behavioural manifestations of

anxiety. It is possible that the shys of both sexes found interacting wíth

a Person of the same sex less anxiety-provoking than they would have a similar

interaction with an opposite-sex peer. This would explain the absence of

sígnificant shy/not-shy differences on this behavíoural measure of anxietv.

Unfortunately Pilkonis (L976) failed to obtain measures of behaviour other rhan

utterances during the same-sex interaction segment of his study. Therefore

the current hypothesís dealing with the influence of differences in anxiety

levels provoked by same versus opposite-sex interactions could not be confÍrmed.

It will be ímportant to follow up on the differences in the performances of

shys and not-shys within same and opposite-sex interactions. The tr¡/o tvpes

of settings do entail different norms of behaviour and these varying behavioural

expectatiorls may lead to variations in the amount of anxiety experienced by

the shy.

Mood-Adj ective Ratings

This hypothesized explanation may gain supporÈ from the observed absence
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of signíficant differences between shys and noË-shys on their mood ratings.

In contrast to Pilkonists (1976) results, the shy subjecËs failed. ro rate

their uoods as more negative than did either group of not-shy subjects. All

subjects rated their mood as becoming signifícantly more positive as the

experiment progressed. The GAIT procedures \¡rere seemingly experienced by all

subjects as stressful and Ëhís may have resulted in an absence of differences

beËween shys and not-shys on the behavioural manifestatÍon of anxietv. The

experience of discussing personal issues with a same-sex peer may have evoked

similar levels of anxiety ín self-labelled shys and not-shys. Once more, the

influence of a different social setting upon the expression of shy and. not-shy

behaviour may have been revealed. Had an opposite-sex i-nteraction condition

been included, significant differences in the pattern of shy behaviour may

have been detected

The current research did produce further evidence to support earlier

contentíons that the search for shy/not shy behavíour differences must attend to

differences in theii specifíc reinforcing skills (Arkowítz et a1 " Igl5; Kupke,

Hobbs & Cheney, 1979)" The shys of this study tended to emit fewer personal

attention resPonses than did the not-shys. They were less likely to ask

personal questions about the feelings or activities of their speaking partner

than r+ere the not-shys. This social skíIl r,¡ould seem to be lackine in the

repertoires of the socía1ty inept.

Eye Contact Behaviour

In contrast to Pilkonis's (I976) earlier research findings, no differences

were observed betr¿een shys and not-shys on the Ëwo measures of eye contact.

This may be taken as anoÈher indication of the influence of the situational

norms upon behavíour. Unlike their performance during opposite-sex ínteractions,
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shys and not-shys tended Ëo spend approximately the same percentage of tíme

in eye contacE with a same-sex peer. The following pattern seemed to emerge

as the videotapes v/ere observed. The subjects tended to glance at the face

of the other group member whíle the other person was looking ar¡ray and then

tended to look dov¡n when the person returned the gaze. As can be seen in the

significant sex main effect for the eye contact measures, Ëhis was particularly

the case in the male triads. Female subjects regardless of their shyness label,

tended to spend a sÍgnificantly greater percentage of time gazing and engaged

in a significantly greater percentage of eye contact than did males. These

sex differences may have been related to the norms of a same-sex interacLion.

These settings seemed to affect male shys and not-shys alike resulting in less

gazíng at the faces of other triad members. psrhrne i t i q nôr- appropriate for

males to make eye contact frequently ín ínteraction with other males ruhom they

do not know r,¡e1l. Avoíding eye contact is a way of increasing a feeling of

personal distance. It ís possible that the experimental task whích required

subjects to coriverse on personal issues r^rith same-sex peers was especially

unusual for males" This may have led to íncreased efforts on their parËs Ëo

instill some sense of distance by avoiding eye contact. Females may be

generally more comfortable r¿ith same-sex interacËions than are males. In

additíon, the pattern of greaËer eye contact on the parts of females suggests

that females may tend to choose a more passive r¡/ay Ëo rer,vard their partners

in an interaction. Pilkonis (I976) proposed this explanation for his observation

that females tend to engage in more eye contact, smílíng, and nodding during

heterosocial interactíon than did males.

It should be noted that Pilkonis tested for between group differences by

conducting a series of univariate analyses on each dependent measure in turn.
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It has been argued that use of this method is not advisable when the number

of dependent variables (p) is large and the proportion of shared varÍance ís

quite great (Hummel & Sligal, L97I). It is possible that the univariate

testing procedure led to an inflation of experimentwise eïror rate. Pilkonis

(I976) may have noted significant differences between the shys and the not-shys

on the dependent measures which were the result of an increased Type I error

raËe.

In contrast, Èhe current effort controlled for experimentwise error raEe

by conducting an overall multivariate analysis first and then following up

significant mulÈivariate effects wíth univari-ate tests of the dependent varÍables.

The results of the study did indícate that no matter what the interactional

seËËíng, shY subjects do act differently than do the not-shys. More importantly,

these differences can be observed concretely. The self-label of shyness has

specific implications for social behaviour. It vrould therefore seem wise Ëo

conËinue Ëo develop treatment techniques aimed at teaching specific social ski1ls

to the self-labelled shy. The results of the current study ind.icate Ëhat, j-n

same-sex interactions" the shy need to learn to speak up more frequently and

Ëo look more often at the face of the person rvith whom Ëhey are conversing and

The various tasks of the experiment \,rere experienced differently by the

subjects as can be seen in the significant Ëask type main effect. During theÍr

performance of the díscloser role subjects Ëended to respond to the situational

demands by talking more" gazing at the face of the other subject more, and

emitÈing fewer personal attention responses than they did as understander.

In additíon, subjects talked less and emitted fewer personal attention responses

to direct a greater number of personal references to that índividual

The Influence of Task Demands upon Behaviour (Shy versus Not-Sh
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during the informal discussÍon than they did during either the díscloser

or understander roles. All subjects, no matEer their self-label. Ëended to

respond in like manner to the role demand.s of the GAIT. Hor+ever, there was

some tendency for shy and not-shy subjects Èo respond dífferently to the three

experimental tasks. The test of Ëhe interaction of the shyness and task-type

factors rnay well have achieved signífícance at the .05 level had. more subjects

been studied- Examination of the trend.s of the three groups of subjects across

the three tasks pointed to a possible varíation in the pattern of behaviour

differences between the roles as a function of the self-label of the subjecÈs

in the dyad. As can be seen in Figures l and 2, not-shy subjects r^/ho d.isclosed

Ëo a shy person (Not-Shy I) and were understanding of a not-shy tend.ed to talk

even nore as a discloser and less as an understander than did those not-shys

who disclosed to a not-shy and were undersranding of a shy (Not-shy rr).

The behaviour of the shy person seemed to have an influence upon those

with r¿hom he/she inËeracted. SÍnce Ëhe shy person tended. to talk less and to

ask fevrer personal questions of the other person, the person d.isclosing to that

shy person may have had to talk more to fill in the sí1ence. Sirnilarly, the

not-shy person being understanding and empathic of a shy person would have had

Lo take the inÍtiative and ask more direct questions of the shy person he/she

would of a not-shy person. The shy person seemed to relinquish control of the

interaction to the other person wheËher that interactíon entaíled hís/her

discussion of an area of personal concern or the gathering of informatíon

relevant Èo anotherts interests"

This is further evidence of a particular behavioural deficit on the part

of the shy" WheLher Èhey are i-nteracting with a member of the opposite or same
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sex, the shy tend to respond passively. The other person is required to

initíate conversation. In failing to take greater control of the inEeraction,

Èhe shy Person continues to place himself or herself in a more vulnerable

and more stressful posit.íon. If someone else is left to define the rules of

an interaction, ít remains for the shy person to try to discover the nature

of those rules in order to behave appropriately. Therapy programs for the

socíally anxious, self-labelled shy, would be wise to devise methods to teaeh

these individuals to structure their own interactíons.

The results of this study indicated that the particular norms of the

interacËional setting and the specífic tasks at hand have measurable consequences

upon the expression of shy and not-shy differences. Shy people seem Eo respond

differenÈ1y to a same-sex than they do to an opposite-sex interaction.

However, no matter the norms of the interactional setting, shy subjects do

act differently than do not-shys. Most important was the confirmatíon Ëhat

those differences can be observed and measured. The self-label of shvness

has specific behavíoural implications.

Difference in GAIT Ratings

In addition to Ëhe observed behaviours that accompany the shy labe1,

specific differences r^7ere noted in the interpersonal ímpressions the not-shys

formed of the shys and of one another. The shy subjects (both male and female)

\¡¡ere seen as more quiet, more private, and less happy than v¡ere the not-shys

of either sex. Interestingly enough, as was the case ruith the observed behaviour

differences, it was only in the contrast between the ratings of the shy and

Not-Shy II subjects that significant differences were observed. This c¡,n be

seen as further evidence of the influence of the behaviour of the shv upon

that of the not-shy with whom he/she interacts. The oroce,ss of talkíng to a
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shy person about a personal issue may have been uncomfortable for the not-shys.

As a consequence they may have been less talkative, less likely to make eye

contact wíth their talking partner than were the not-shys who disclosed to

another not-shy. Therefore, they may have been rated as more like the shy

subjects than like their noË-shy counterparts.

That the shy 1abel is accompanied by tangíble behaviour vùas further

confirmed by the 100% accurancy rate with which the observer r^/as able to identify

the shy triad member. As was the case in Pilkonis's (L976) research those

subjects who called themselves shy rniere easily detected by the observer as he

went Lhrough the behavioural ratÍng process.

lrnr'ror¡ar rhe results of Lhis study do indícate Ëhat shyness is not entírely!.vvrvve! t

an internal process of negatíve evaluation of performance. Unfortunately the

positive and negative self-statements measures \¡/ere not included ín the analysis

because their f requency rate \./as almost zero. Earlier invesËigations had

emphasized the role of overly critical self-evaluations in the distinction

between Ëhe socially anxious and nonanxious (Arkor¿itz et al-., I975). Thís

hypothesized difference ín the internal cognitions of the shy and not-shy

could not be pursued in the current study

The shys did exhibit different behavÍours than did the not-shys during

same-sex interactions" In addi-tion, Ëhose behavioural differences had consequences

for Ehe interpersonal ratings receíved by the shys from the other subjects.

Shyness is composed of a constellation of tangible interpersonal behavi-ours

and is responsive to the norms of the particular interactional setÈíng.

Future investígations would be r¡ise to further explore the implications of

Ëhe interactional setting upon Ëhe expresslon of shyness, The sex of the
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interaction partner v/as seen to Ínfluence the shy/not-shy difference. This

area of interest could be more adequately investigated if same-sex and opposite-

sex conditions were included in the same study. In addition, the task was

observed to influence Èhe behaviour of the shys and not-shys " It would be

even more interesting to examine the pattern of shy and not-shy behaviours

wíËhin interactions closely resembling the natural environment. Perhaps

through sone deception tactic shy and not-shy males and females could be

broughË into contact with one another for brief interactions of a nature

replicating the norm. Pílkonis (I976) approached such a condition. However,

he made use of confederates as interactíona1 partners and failed to maintaín

environmental consísÈency across the same and opposite-sex interactions. The

current study in rnaking use of the GAIT was able to consider the performance

of shy and not-shy subjects in response to its varying behaviour norms. However,

it did create an artificial setting. In additíon, it would have been beneficíal

to have included an opposite-sex condition ín order to be better able to contrast

the influence of those varying norms upon the behavíour of shys and not-shys.

Another of Ëhe interests of the current studv was the resDonse of the

not-shys to the shys. Would the not-shys in interactíng with the olher subjects

tend. gradually Lo ignore the shy and. focus attention upon the other not-shy?

Or would the opposíËe tendency be exhíbíted?

During Ëhe Ínformal discussion, when they Ì¡rere more free to choose who they

would talk to, noË-shys Ëended to receive more of the conversation than did

the shys. This fits wíth the hypothesis that onee not-shys conclude that

someone is shy, they tend to anticipaËe silence from that shy person and as

a consequence would tend to ignore the shy. Specifically, the shy persons

tended to receive fewer utterances durine the informal discussion than did the
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not-shys (specifícally those not-shys who had disclosed to another not-shy).

Once again the Not-Shy I subjects seemed to reveal a pattern similar to the

shys. They did not tend to receive more utterances than did the shys. It is

possible that it was observation of the behavíour of the Not-Shy I subjects

interacÈing with the shy subjecÈs that resulted in their receipt of no more

utterances during the informal discussion than the shys. If the not-shys who

disclosed to the shy subjects responded to the discomfort of thaË situaLíon

by exhibiting a ""hy" pattern of behaviour, they may then have been treated

as rtere Ëhe, shys during the subsequent discussion. However, an alternative

explanation of this result cannot be entírely ruled out. Investigators of

group interactions have indicated that those who speak more also rend to receive

more uËterances (Bales, I970). DurÍ-ng the group discussion, not-shy subjects

spoke more than did the shys. Therefore, they may simply have received more

utterances from the other subjects for this reason. Hov¡ever, this does not

completely explain the absence of significant differences in percentage of

utterances received by the Not-Shy I subjects and shy subjects.

or

who

the

The attempt to predict the not-shys v tendency to ígnore the shy person

to attempt to draw him/her out failed. No tendency ü/as noted for the noË-shys

directed more utterances to the shy person to receive higher ratings on

Empathy and Acceptance scales of the GAIT.

Thus only an initial step r+as taken in the exploration of the interactíonal

nafure of shy and not-shy behaviour. In order to pursue this avenue of

interest in greater depth, actual experímental manipulatíon would have to be

conducted of the shy label. For example, the response of the not-shys to a

self-labelled shy person could be contrasted with the responses of not-shys

to a self-labelled not-shy who they have been told is shy. In this manner,
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the iurplicaËions of knowledge of the shy label upon not only the behaviour

of not-shys but also Ëhe behaviour of the labelled individual could be examined.
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Stanford Shyness Survey (Short Form)

Although shlmess is a fascínating issue there has been almost no research

done to increase our understanding of its dynamics. This survey is designed

to investigate shyness and its importance as a personal attribute.

Please ans!üer all the questions as frankly and carefully as you can.

Circle the number preceding the mosË appropriate response, or fill in the blank

where required. Thank you for sharing this ínformatíon with us.

SEX: 1. Male 2. Female

Do you consider yourself to be a shy person? In general, is shyness an

important part of your personality?

1. Yes ¿. NO

If you answered ttrott, please go on

to question 3

If you ansrn¡ered "yes", please read the following list of characteristics

and behavíours associated with shyness, and rank Ëhem accordíng to

their imporËance to you. We would like to knov¡ whích things are

most influential in leading you to call yourself a shy person. Each

item should have a different number (from one to five) next to iË

when you are done, with 5 = the most Ímportant part of my shyness,

and I = the least important part of my shyness. Please lead throrrsh

the entire list of items before ranking them.

The most ímportant aspects of my shyness are:

Rank

my internal discomfort (e.g., emotional upset, physiological arousal, intense

self-consciousness) when I am in social situations.

-mY fear that others will evaluate me negatively in my encounters with them
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Rank

my avoidance of social situations wherever possible

my failure to respond v¿hen I am in a social situation (e.g., my reluctance

Eo talk up when with others)

my awkward behavíour even when I do make an atËempt to respond to oËhers

(e.g., clumsy or stiff behaviour in social situations, an inabilíty to be

fluent or articulate when I do Ëry to talk)

3) In general, how shy are you?

1. Not at all 2. Slighrly 3. SomewhaË

4. Moderately 5. To a large degree 6. very I . Extremery

Regardless of the general level of your shyness, how much do you vary

from one situation to the other in how shy you are?

1. Not at a1l 2. Slighrly 3. Somewhar

4. Moderately 5. To a large degree 6. very 7 . Extremely

Do most other people who knovr you well consider you to be a shy person?

1. Yes 2. No

Do acquaíntances consíder you to be a shy person?

1. Yes 2. No

Compared to your peers (same age and sex), how shy would you estimate you are?

1. Much more shy 2" More shy 3. About average

4. Less shy 5. Much less shy

In general, how íntroverted or extroverted are you? An introvert is defined

as "one whose thoughts and interests are prímarily directed inr¡ard.". An

extrovert is defined as "one primarily interested in others or in the

environment. tt

1" Extreme Introvert 2" ModeraÈe Introvert 3" Slíeht Introvert
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5. Slight Extrovert 6. Moderate Extrovert4. Neutral

7 " Extreme Extrovert

If you are a shy person:

a. How much of a problem is your shyness?

I. None at all 2" Slight problem 3. Somewhat of a problem

4. Moderate problem 5. Large problem 6. Very large problem

7 " Extreme problem

b. trrlhat sítuation evokes the most shyness in you?

Regardless of t¡hether or not you are a shy person, please rank the following

situations in terms of Ëhe amount of anxiety fhey elicit in you, where 7 = the

most difficult situatíon for you and 1 = the least difficult situation for you,

!,Ihen you are done, each item should have a different number (from I to 7) next

to íË. Please read all the items before vou rank them.

Rank

small, Ëask-oriented groups (e.g., seminars at school)

smalI, social groups (e.g., at parties, dances)

one-to-one interactions with a peer of the same sex

one-to-one interactíons with a peer of the opposiLe sex

Situations where you are the focus of attention before a large group

(e.g. when giving a speech)

situation where you are the focus of attention before a small group (e.g.,

v¡hen being introduced, when being asked directly for your opinion)

situation when you are being evaluaËed or compared with others (e.g., when

beíng interviewed)

Since a further, follow-up questionnaire may be rnailed to you, rue would
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apprecíate your givíng your name, address and phone number" The confidentiality

of your survey results wi-11, of course, be respected. Thank you again for

your cooPeration.

Name:

Address:

Phone number at which you may be reached:

90
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GAIT PROCEDURE: PARTICIPANT INSTRUCTIONS (avoid talking before session)

GAIT (GRouP ASSESSMENT oF TNTERPERSONAL TRAITS) is a merhod for obtaining

an appropriaËe picture of the way indíviduals are ín face-to-face 'rlistening

situationsrr. You will be asked to spend five minutes wiLh a member of the

group exploring some aspect of yourself that you would like to change. You

vrill also be asked to help someone else explore through your lisEening,

understanding and responding. We call these the "Discloser" and "Understander"

roles. After everyone has done both roles, you wíI1 be given a questionnaire

asking for your impressions on hov¡ individuals disclosed and understood

duríng the session. The questionnaire will not ask you to judge right or

vlrong, good or bad, or who was likeable or not. It is simply aimed at gathering

your impressions and observations on the many individual styles of understanding

and disclosing. Most people have not practiced ad lib talking in unfamiliar

situations and may feel a bit shy before the group. Please be assured that

Ëhere are no tricks, deceptions or forced confrontatíons in the procedure.

GAIT is not an encounter group, but it is delíberately structured to foster

free expression and respect for feelings. The tight structuring also allows

everyone to have equal time, prevents people from being left out, and keeps

Ëhe entire session to about 90 minutes. Here is a suTnmary of the entire

procedure followed by detailed instructions.

SUMMARY. 1) i.üRITE 2 STATEI"ÍENTS ON THE INDEX CARD; 2) PUT ON IDENTIFICATION

TAGS AND FORM AIPHABETICAI CIRCLE; 3) BRIEF INTRODUCTION GO-AROUND; 4) DO 5-

MINUTE ''DISCLOSER''-''UNDERSTANDER'' PAIRINGS--STARTING I^IITH A AND C THEN MOVING

CLOCKW]SE UNTIL EVERYONE PARTICIPATES; 5) CAREFULLY DESCRIBE EVERY PAIR I^IHILE

THEY ARE TALKING-_USE NOTE_TAKING SHEET] 6) FILL OUT QUESTIONNAIRES.
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STATEIIENTS should be brief (1 or 2 sentences), clear (easíly understood

when read aloud), and dírect (undisguised and sincere) descríptions of your

orn¡n behaviour that could be improved. Donrt hand them in. Aim at something

you would like to change in the T¡/ay you are with other people or wiËh another

person. Consider things in yourself that could be better in relations r¿íÈh

a friend, family, lover, work or school associate, advisor, spouse, stranger,

chi1d, parent, the opposite sex, etc. Your statement will only be used to

introduce a topic that can be explored for 5 minutes, i.e., it doesntt have

to tel1 a complete story. Do not phrase it as a question. Writing two

statements (more or less personal) will al1orù yorl to read the most comfortable

one at your turn. Chances are that neither r,rill be easy to read in front of

a group, but try reading the more personal one because it makes the session

more meaningful. In any case, you are urged to avoid ímpersonal, vague, abstract

or joking statements, ê.8., focussing mostly on anotherrs behavj-our, political

matters, or hiding behind humour. It will probably be unfair to your understander

if you present impersonal, insincere complex statements not related to your

current face-to-face relatíons. Someone close to the timer should set iË

after readíng these ínstructions and inform the group i¿hen 5 mínutes have

elapsed. Please take no more than 5 minutes to \..¡rite your statemerits after

reading this entíre ínstruction booklet. Those finishing earLy should remain

quíet so others can complete their writing v¡ithout distraction (or go over

instructions again). If you at any tíme find the procedure seriously upsetting

you are free to leave.

IDENTIFICATION TAGS are alphabetized as well as named. Please print your name

on the tag underneath the letter" tr^Iear your tag high enough for everyone to
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see and form an uncrowded circle.

BRIEF IN|RODUCTIONS can serve as a rtarn-up. Simply go round the group

alphabetically, and gíve your nanes distinctly. start with person A.

THE TALKING PAIRS begín immediately after the introductions are finished..

Person A should become the first "Discloser" by reading one of his statements

aloud in a very slow and clear manner. Person C will serve as the "Understander,,

to A. They will talk together for 5 mínutes r^rithout any inËerruption from

the other participant. If you feel an impulse to interrupt a talking pair,
please hold back. You will have an opportunity to talk with anyone after the

session is finished. Use the attached note-taking sheet for recordÍng impressions

that can later be transferred to a questionnaire. The third person in the

group will be responsible for timing the 5-minute conversation. A timer will

be provided. Please inform the talking pair when they have about thirty seconds

left. Just quíetly call out the word "Ëhi.rty" as a signal for them to wind dov¡n.

trrrhen the pair stops talking, the Eimekeeper will remind the Understander to

give a half-minute sunmary of what both persons did during the discussion

(rimekeeper gives 3O-second sÍgnal). After the half-minute sunmary, the procedure

begins again wíth C as Discloser, B as Understander, and A as Ëimekeeper.

The idea is to change roles in a counterclockwise directj-on. That is, the

group should contínue around the circle with the Discloser-Understander

combínations of C-8, B-4.

HINT FoR UNDERSTANDERS: Your task is Ëo sit back and listen carefully--not

only to words, but the feelings that the Discloser is tryíng to communicate.

You are Ëo tell the Díscloser the important things you hear (give feedback).

The goal is to aid the Discloser in exploring and expandíng d.iscussion Êhrough

(l) telling what you hear, (2) sharíng your immediate reactions, (3) responding
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in a non-judgemental manner. Five minutes is too short for finding solutions,
so avoid telling the Discloser hov¡ to change. please remember that your

assignment is only Èo help the Discloser explore a personal issue. Not Ëo

correct iË' A good rule is to get in the mood for talking with a friend that
you lÍke and respect. Try not to let the need. to perform in front of the group

get in Ëhe way of givíng your patience and care to the Discloser. BeÍng a
superb Understander within a structured group during a five-minute span is
extremely difficult--maybe impossible r¿ithout yeaïs of practice. you will do

well if you just move a little in the direction of (a) accepting Discloser,s
feelings as shov,¡n and without judging them as good or bad, (b) ,rtuning_in,,to

v¡hat Discloser is trying to teIl you--hearing Discloser's feelings and personal
point of view, (c) telling what you hear r¿j-thout much distraction of Discloser,s
flow of exploration, (d) perhaps giving your immediate personal reactions when

useful or related or non-distracting. Also note that your half-rninute surnrnary

should focus on mostly what you tr^¡o did more than on the contents of what you

ta]ked about. Just describe how far you v/ere able Ëo get on the qualities
listed in the following telegraphic summary of HINTS: DON'T JUDGE THE DrscLosER--

TUNE_IN TO BOTH FEELINGS AND I./ORDS--GET INTO DISCLOSER'S VIEWPO]NT__FEED BACK

I^IHAT YOU HEAR_-DON'T DISTRACT DISCLOSER,'S EXPLoRATIoN__GIVE PERTINENT PERS.NAL

REACTIONS 
"

HINTS FOR DISCLOSERS: Many of you

exploring personal matters unusual.

familiar situations. Tïy taking a

about yourself that you would like

you exrreme upset" One approach is

will find this task of disclosing and

Being genuÍne is frequently confined. to

risk by dealing síncerely wirh something

to change, but avoid things Ëhat might cause

Ëo thínk of a personal topíc Ëhat you
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could discuss v¡ith a close friend, but would not ordinarily discuss in a less
private group" rn short, take a risk, but avoid. a great risk unless you

are feeling particularly adventurous and strong right now. oTHER sUGGESTIONS:

Give your Understander time to absorb the initial reading of your sËatement.

I^IaÍË quietly for him to respond. Because this is a two-person activity,
avoid long speeches, if possible. Try to actively explore your statement--if
new Èhoughts or feelings strike you, express Ëhem. Get in the mood to make

yourself knovm to your Understander. Remember that the Und.ersËander is asked

not to solve your issues--so donrt demand. solutions. your conversation will
probably be similar to many you have had before, with the exception that it
will end Ín 5 minutes, and you probably \¿ontt get a sense of completion or
produce results. Just explaín what you wish without worryÍng about ,getting

finished". This exercise is designed. for you to start a personar exploration--
finishing it night require many hours. Most particÍpants descríbe their
Discloser experience as interestíng or mildly useful; expectíng more might

dísappoint you.

Please read Hínts for Disclosers and Und.erstanders

agaín after completing statements, and al1ow others

to fínish writing without distraction.
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Note-Taking Form (GAIT)
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' NoËe-Taking Sheet

to reÈurn. Use other side if necessary)

This sheet is organized to help you remember each participant. After the
session Ís over, we wirl gíve you a rating form to gather your private
impressíons. You wí1l not be asked to rate yourself. The rating form r¿ill
ask you to make checks near descrípti-ons that come closest to d.escribing the
way people v/ere during the session. You v¡ill never be asked what people said,
but rather how they said it. some descriptions will focus on the way people

explore, their manner of giving feedback, their mood, etc. Just make notes
on everyonefs face-to-face manner of style or mood. or characteristic.
sometimes participants become so fascinated in what is being said that they
cannot recall how it v¡as said. Please avoid. forgetting by making notes to
yourself on the manner, style or mood of those tryíng Eo understand or d.isclose.
rf possible, seParate your liking or disliking a person from your d.escription
of his interpersonal style.

MÄNNER OF DISCLOSING (Sty1e of Exploring)

å

MANNER OF I]NDERSTANDING
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GAIT Peer Rating Form--Borh Sides



Hìe arìd LetteF Date and Time

1l:.ll.*()vt\r.}:(]tlI:ll0tcs:û.ldtry,tòìre¡ttctrrherthcquiettlrtrtttgttitlgmaiincrf]e
Discloser and Uudersfander roles. Rltc everyone only once.

Instructions for Raiings

Elch of.tlte-scven.rating scales below describes a commolr personal trait. e.g. L euiet to Outgoirrg,5. Fi¡n t.
Clrarrgcable, 7 Feeling Htppy to Feeling Down. All oI the traits are divided into six levels. Foi exampte tlrc euier tt_r
otttgoing trait can be used to describe someone as "extremely" or "quite" or "slightly" Quict, or i.e*tre,r.,Llv" 

u,"t¡uite" or "slightly" Outgoing. The idea is_to clroose.just one of thc slx levels that co¡res closest to clcscriúing a
pcrs(ln's ma.|:ler dltrlnB tle. group session F!r,si use the,de,tai¡e<t descriptions irl the larger boxes rohelp,orgun}.
vtrttr general itnpressions. Then sclect one ol'the six levels and circlc the lettcr of rhe pcrson vou are thinkinc about.
Do thc satne lor everyone in thc group (cxcept yotrrself) on one trait before going on to the next. Key words in the
lrtrgc boxcs lrtt' untlel'lined to simpìify your dccisions. Hcre is the bcst way to proceed: l) Do one traii ar a time and
rt'lrtl 

.litt¡¡c 
lrtrxcs first. 2) Usc votrr rttllcs l¡nd rìr('lìrory to see whiclr Iargc box cornes closcsl to r.lcscribing pcrs6rr ..A,..

-ì) Âltcr y()u lìllve sclectcd lr lulgc btrx, lttok irt tlrc two or tltree luvcls undcr ìt ancl choosc thc hcst líi fu, o.rr,rn"A',' 4) I)t¡ tltu',slttttc [or ¡rcIsotts "B", "(]", "lJ" clc:. IJrrl rlo not dcscribc youlscll. Pleasc cl.rr't w,rry ab'ut making
l)ctlcct t:ttitlgs"l-llt'sc scrtlu's rtrc irttclrtlccl orrly to gll.ltcr yorrr rluick irtrprcssiorrs.

',',1., ''t. ,TÛWAÀE,QUIET . ','
', i I t. r:_ : ' .ìr:t. -r.- rr .,::-ì.1r. .'t, .: . t,

.\¡r¡r'rred citlrcr nrorr RESERVED or SHY or I\|ODEST
or spnE¡*lc opTonpT

.. . .TTWÁRD.ÛìJTGTING :'

A¡ pcarcd eithcr rnqre ÉOLD.orrTALKÄTIvE

trcfirc¡y Quiut Srr nr epvhiit,.Qt¡iet Sliglttly, Qüict Slightly Outgoing Sorirervhatr Oqtgç¡i¡g Iixtremely OutgoiDg
:t)t.)F(;illJ A Iì' C. l)'!ì Ir (ì t{ .t l A B-:C l) l:,IJr(ì Jlj,l I A B Ç. D, E.'Ii.C; H. I.J A.I} C .D E.F.G },T.I J ABCI)F:I.'GHiJ

N(rlv,try to ruI¡tcnlhL'r crrch.¡re¡rsriri iit tlìo Urrrlcrstirittlei,rirla, ,Otr ifre rìext two triits (2. Iìrnplth-l
¿uld .ì. Acccl¡lirrg) rrtc. cvcryonc irs.tlrcy wcrc ()NLy iìt ilrc Íl¡rdcrsalddêi role. ,tJic.y,rur nores.

,',,frIOREEMPATHIC ': r .
, .:.1, ..' ' ...t . . .. :..

' :,. : -,r. '1 1.,, 
-....t,,.....,. 

:,., :. .,'.. i' .r..i . .

Sti 
^TTtil,¡IUON 

iijrl}sc:lôre r:i iri-l.inr ol':vicrv t¡r . ,

SËNStTIv t.l'1.1ì DBÂCK stro rvir¡u r lrr t FEELTN(iS
r.:UÑ D r'R srl ) o D,\s p R ri s E N t':Ë D ur''lJñ.ä*i-
ffitlu.uo¡'
o**¡:iìiìiFilliõn=llllrlllll jì., 

.,

MOÐE¡ì.ATELY EMTÌATHIC:,

.,..
LISTENIìD.CARIìIììULLY i¡-tld,undcrstood nlù.st..at.'. ... 

.

rDisclosr¡'s ì¡csirlrò. uí.ù osilg ÄCCURÂTE'FEIìDBACK
t I'a t'vr s ql'rl jN INS I ptì pIsõEõSEÃ:lÞõñîõF-
vlswu'@

LESS EMFATHIC

A,p pcaicd LESS:INTERËSTED ú: haalrTROUßtE ::r'.
"ruNINGff%T;.r:i;;E;",., ipr ioîìiTEñÞL,D
ro rñrr.n nurr o n cH¡"\ cr s u'e¡ EcrslJõã rr,-,. r
sonrcrimcs DIFFERED F ROM Ft:E Ll NGS pRESLtNTE I)
Þy I)¡scloscr.

cnlu[] l.llrrplrtlric Vcry, Iìú'rpatliic Qriif c I.lriì prthíc Sötrìcwlìrt Élnrpathic Slightly Empatliic Un-Empûthic
l) l'l :[r: (¡' I]li ilìrJ AIìCIìF:IìCIIIJ AI]CI)I'I;(ìIIIJ A..B C:.D I]] I; G H I J ABCDEF(ìIIiJ ABCDETJGHIJ

I-ESS ACCEPTING

is.írirtilci'. tf ll()slirNOTITO. DIiMONSTRA|IE:'r'.r
¡NGtì'rlffi*",rRN^'ilì Vll IVS rrr LO(¡ICÀL C^USËS or tricd
llì þ\ ('1 l.\ L l.liN(ìlÑ(ì ÀCEÚMEVìiì,'¡u r'tc r",ta,r,,ffi

':-.---,

MÛD.ERATELY ACCEPTING

ll¡i[c¡5t¡¡¡d¡rr ]51¡iú,¡d SOMtì CÂRIñi;' oi,r ltowcd' .rr, .r..,

'l)ìsc tusi.r,sruni:,ti¡coii''[TIiñîõfTäN 'pÀcE'ANDr i

DI RtiCl'lON r¡r U rrrtt'rsrrntlcr n¡,nllVCäTIIEñï;Un
Dlscl()sl': R's tìEELlNl;!,rnõñTõüElffiÃiìiõÃil-
t6l ; M ¡':Ft'ffiñ*.r..'¡r.yî r s444 ÃffiSñIIRE

r ' ', :,ft4ORE,ACCEPT:ING ,,,,, ',., , .'.

... l, l:::::i ; ..:. .::l ::' t:;r,,:ì,,:..1r..,:ìr.,,,,,,
Undcrstander showed MUCH CAR!NG rncl ¡crl con-
ccnr ()r l)iscloser's FEELINGS VA[.¡-]f1D and arcçnt(C
rs is u¡ MosTLY I.iõñJûõEMEñTÃI-wirtr
PATIENCE FOR DISCLOSER'S ÈIANNI,R or crearLd
r wARM AfMoSFI{ERE- --.-

rcly Accr.ptirrg Slightly Accepting Sr¡nrcwhat Accc¡rting Qtritu Acccpting Very Accepting !Ìxt rcnrely Acceprirrg
l) l.: t. (; ll l I ¿\ lÌ (' D lì l,' (j Il I J AtlCl)l':lr(;l{lJ Au('tlF:t.(iHtl ABCI)EF(ìHIJ AIJCDEF'GTII.I
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For the next trait (Private to open) tfy -to lernember eâth person in the Discloser role'
Rate everyone in OÑLY the Discloser role. Use your notes'

MORE PR.IVAT'E

Disclose'r cl¡ose to sha¡c uery E!YEES@!

,::.,..:...:,,',,,, :., 
-,,., ,..'$$$n,OneN., .-.''l..'.,- .,,1 

'l

Di\closùr cltosc 1o rcvual DEEPIIR FljtLiNGS or iu,'
RlsKs IN SHARING bloTETEÃõõÑIfìiã iu,,,,, ,

ffi,iu,."".'
sÞEctÈicrËRùs:l] -r:- I,-.1*:, r :i 

.

lì.rtrerncll'O¡tur

A[JCI}ET"(;tJ

Iìrom nr>u,orr, ttsc lnythitìg you runrùr)tber tr) rilte every()Iìe- Usc ylrur nt¡tes ¿nd int¡rrcssitlns

o tj cver yonc i rt llOTI{ U nrlerst,¡4!9¡ :r nclp;i¡9!15¡¡-¡9!g

FEËLINGS or trlked nrostly ol'EXTERNAL OR

ifrFEEEõÑnl THlNcs or prctr:rrcd ro keep Focus
,{WÅ-l- FRõM SEIF * fret¡ucntll'spoke of GENERAL

fDËAS" OTIIER PEOPLE or ABSTRACTIONS'

irlostll' l¡ii\rrtci

\ß(:l)tr

Very OPenQuifu ôpen

AIJCI)I.]I'GHIJABCI)Tib.(ìIIIJABCt)l':litìl{lJ

TOWA'RD FIRM

^ppr'rrr'd 
ro hrvr' ¡no¡t'STRONG CONVTCTIONS o¡ CLEAR

CLrt lDÈ,tS t'r sltorucd a SENSE OF CERTr\INTY

. TTWARÐ.CF{ANGEABL,E I.' : .
i: : . .. ,. :: . '

Morc involvcd in EXPLORING ALTERNATIVES or \\'iliir.g

ro ÁDAFT or,lNTER.ÈsTED IN OTHER'VIIu€ÛINTS ' ':

v

l':\lr'{irì}t'ty liìrtrl : Qtti(.i, r:¡f irllri Sliglttly lrirttt Stigtrlt y. Chaiqgc4 ble Qùite qhangeablc Iìxtremely Chrngt

\tì('l)lilr(;tllJ ¡\ ll (: l) lì t,' (l It I A.:ll.r(:. 1) þ: I,'(Ì.¡1.:I I A .B' C i).t:;ì{; ,(ì .t{ I J AtsCI)F]F'GHII A¡JCI)F-f'G

6. I TOWAR.D PLANFUL

Shos crl ACTIN0 SKILLS o¡ rblc to usr' STRÂTIl{ìlES tor

ü,t n¡ Ñ cffis o¡r or i,n p,oiìGãìiÎÎEi'lrlv I'
fficitvr'orF,tc¡:toEE-
I\IÀNEUVERI|-IG

i ì TOWAR.þ IMb{EDIATE ] .
. I . .: ì 

. 
:., :...

:.:.,.t.:.,l
Spiikcìt'Forir¡!{g¡!Þ41ìgF]! orur)pliê.red'totrc:'
rútrt ¡our ólpLõlrl ¡,TiõTffiÑTiõx s,)t r)rcrf ,r tcd'c ll
inr LüSSTHOUGHT.OIIT.IIANNEB . .,I i'

Fìrtrcntcly I¡lirnlul i{)rtite, ¡llinfql Sligh tly l'lü nfuf SliFlìt¡y.,- InrntcdiatÊ Qùitd Immediate Ëxtrcmely Inrnter

¡\ H ('.1) l'l þ (ì II t J ,AI}CI)!,F'GHI A lil, ,(: :D,i E ' 'l'.i (ì:. FI, 1. . J ABCDEFGHIJ A :B.C..D E :F,.C II.'I J ABCDEIIG

7. I TOWARD F,EELING FIAPPY
_l

Sr't'rlìs rìtort ttt ;t SUNNY [tlOOD or l"[lil-lN(i UP or

ol"rlMISTI(' ur cÀRUFRÈ[

, , ,.TOWAR.-D FEÐLANG Ðtt¡WN' I , '

: _ ì ' ll :1. 
."

Scurrs nro¡c in l BLUE MOOD or FEELING UNHA.PPY

rrq!Êç()1i8!@ or WORRIED or PREÛCCUPIiTD

V

lirtrerrttrlY Flrr¡t¡rY Quite HUPPY Sfigtrl!y ¡t¡¡:pv 'SliBIttly..r l)tiwn Quitd D(¡wn E.Ytrilnr éiy.,'þû

;\ ll t' l|. l.: lì (i ll I AIìCDt.'I.'GHIJ AIr(:t)lil.(ìHIJ A '8 . O [],rlr') .r F . Gr .l{ I rJ ABCI)l-iÞ'GtlIJ ABCt)lìiri

r)reasc g. back quickrv ()ver v()ur rirrinss 3nd mâkc sufc thür vor.r nr"" .iîtå1#îlij,îî":rftlT;
once uid .¡nly irnec for ¿l¡clt r¡f thc scrcn tr¡¡il's' . If you- have. not.itlrcad:

ffirfæ 
ând the datc and time of rhis session wherc indicated on the other side.
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MOOD-A-DJECTIVE RATING LIST

Please rate hor^r you feel right now by circling the number that best describes

your mood" For example, if you are feeling extremely comfortabler you r¡ou1d

circle Èhe number 7 under the "comfortable" item.

Use the followíng rating scale for each item:

I - Not at all

2 - Slightly

3 - Somewhat

4 - Moderately

5 - To a large extent

6 - Very

7 - Extremely

CONTENT

1234567

COMFORTABLE

r234567

RNLAXED

1234567

I{ORRIED

L234567

TJNEASY

r234567

SUBDUED

I234567


